


9780008296469

Pub Date: 7/31/2018

$9.99 CAD
288 pages • B-format

Paperback

CollinsClassics–The Adventuresof Tom

Sawyer

Mark Twain

HarperCollins is proud to present its incredible range of 

best-loved,essential classics.

Written in 1876, this is a novel about a young boy

growing up along the Mississippi River.

9780008296513

Pub Date: 7/31/2018

$9.99 CAD
300 pages • B-format

Paperback

CollinsClassics–Gulliver’sTravels

Jonathan Swift

HarperCollins is proud to present its incredible range of 

best-loved,essential classics.

'I cannot but conclude the bulk of your natives to be the

most pernicious race of little odiousvermin that nature

ever suffered to crawl upon the surface of the earth.'

Shipwreckedon the high seas, Lemuel Gulliver finds

himselfwashed up on the strange islandof Lilliput, a land

inhabitedby quarrelsomeminia...

9780008296490

Pub Date: 7/31/2018

$9.99 CAD
288 pages • B-format

Paperback

CollinsClassics– Journey to theCentre of

the Earth

JulesVerne

HarperCollins is proud to present its incredible range of 

best-loved,essential classics.

‘From that hour we had no further occasion for the

exerciseof reason, or judgment, or skill, or contrivance. 

We were henceforth to be hurledalong, the playthingsof 

the fierceelementsof the deep.’

In Verne’s science-fictionclassic, Professor Lidenbrock

chances upon an ancientmanuscript and pledges to solv...

9780008296438

Pub Date: 7/31/2018

$9.99 CAD
320 pages • B-format

Paperback

Gaston Leroux

HarperCollins is proud to present its incredible range of 

best-loved,essential classics.

The classic French novel inspiredby historical events at

the ParisOpera during the nineteenth century, and

inspiration for many stage and film adaptations.

CollinsClassics–The Phantom of theOpera

9780008296452

Pub Date: 7/31/2018

$9.99 CAD
144 pages • B-format

Paperback

CharlesDickens

HarperCollins is proud to present its incredible range of 

best-loved,essential classics.

CharlesDickens’s classic tale of miserly Ebenezer

Scrooge’sencounters with the ghosts of Christmaspast, 

present and yet to come.

CollinsClassics–A Christmas Carol

9780008296476

Pub Date: 7/31/2018

$9.99 CAD
272 pages • B-format

Paperback

Jane Austen

HarperCollins is proud to present its incredible range of 

best-loved,essential classics.

‘She had been forced intoprudence in her youth, she

learned romance as she grew older: the natural sequel of 

an unnatural beginning.’

Written at the end of the NapoleonicWars, Persuasion is a

tale of love, heartache and the determinationof one

woman as she strives to reignite a lost love.

Anne Elliot is persu...

CollinsClassics–Persuasion

9780008296483

Pub Date: 7/31/2018

$9.99 CAD

320 pages • B-format

JulesVerne

HarperCollins is proud to present its incredible range of 

best-loved,essential classics.

'PhileasFogg was one of those mathematically exact

people,who, never hurriedand always ready, are

economical of their steps and their motions.He never

made one stride too many, alwaysgoing by the shortest

route. He didnot give an idle look. He didnot allow

himselfa superfluousgesture.'

CollinsClassics–Around theWorld in Eighty

Days

9780008296445

Pub Date: 7/31/2018

$9.99 CAD

112 pages • B-format

Paperback When PhileasFog... Paperback

CollinsClassics–The Art of War

Sun Tzu

HarperCollins is proud to present its incredible range of 

best-loved,essential classics.

The ancientChinese art of warfare writtenby military

strategist Sun Tzu in the 5th century BC.



9780008296520

Pub Date: 7/31/2018

$9.99 CAD
300 pages • B-format

Paperback

CollinsClassics–The Scarlet Letter

Nathaniel Hawthorne

HarperCollins is proud to present its incredible range of 

best-loved,essential classics.

'Ah, but let her cover the mark as she will, the pang of it

will be always in her heart.'

A tale of sin, punishmentand atonement, The Scarlet

Letter exposes the moral rigidity of a 17th-Century Puritan

New England communitywhen faced with the illegitimate

childof a young mother. Regarded as the first real he...

9780062870643

Pub Date: 9/4/2018

$12.50 CAD

336 pages • Paperback

Gulliver'sTravels

Jonathan Swift

After a shipwreck, LemuelGulliver findshimselfvisiting

four remarkable—yet very peculiar—worlds: Lilliput, 

Brobdingnag, Laputa, and Houyhnhnms. In Lilliput, 

Gulliver is dismayed to learn he is a giant in a population

of tiny people.But then in Brobdingnag, the roles are

reversed when he is reduced to minusculeproportions

and the natives tower above him. In Laputa, he discovers

a devastated bu...

9780008275952

Pub Date: 9/18/2018

$9.99 CAD
356 pages • B-format

Paperback

Homer, SamuelButler

In his epic story of divine ego, human frailty, and the

ravages of war, Homer created an unforgettable cast of 

characters,whose moral dilemmasand heroicdeeds will 

stay with readers longpast the final pages of thisbook. 

Samuel Butler’s famousprose translationof Homer’s

original brings the epic to an entirely new generation of 

readers.

CollinsClassics–Troy

9780008326029

Pub Date: 6/18/2019

$9.99 CAD
240 pages • B-format

Paperback

H. G. Wells

HarperCollins is proud to present its incredible range of 

best-loved,essential classics.

“For a time I believed that mankindhad been swept out

of existence, and that I stood there alone, the lastman

left alive.”

When a strange,meteor-likeobject lands in the heart of 

England, the inhabitantsof Earth find themselvesvictims

of a terrible attack. A ruthless race of Martians, armed

with heat rays ...

CollinsClassics–The War of theWorlds

9780785230823

Pub Date: 10/29/2019

$36.99 CAD

512 pages •Hardcover

CharlesDickens

A fine, exclusive edition of one of literature’s most

beloved stories. Featuring a laser-cut jacket on a

textured book with foil stamping, all titles in this

series are first editions. Only 10,000 copies have

printed, and each are individually numbered from

1 to 10,000.

“It was a dark winter day, and what with the shadows

within, and what with the shadows without, he couldbut

dimly discern the oth...

A Tale of Two Cities (Seasons Edition--

Winter)

9780785230793

Pub Date: 10/29/2019

$36.99 CAD

416 pages •Hardcover

EmilyBronte

A fine, exclusive edition of one of literature’s most

beloved stories. Featuring a laser-cut jacket on a

textured book with foil stamping, all titles in this

series are first editions. Only 10,000 copies have

printed, and each are individually numbered from

1 to 10,000.

“My love for Linton is like the foliage in the woods: time will

change it, I’m well aware, as winter changes the trees. My

love fo...

Wuthering Heights(Seasons Edition--

Winter)

9780008387846

Pub Date: 1/21/2020

$9.99 CAD

272 pages • B-format

CollinsClassics–Little Women

LouisaMay Alcott

Meg longs for marriage;Amy wants to be a painter; Beth

is content to stay at home; while Jo wants adventure and

a lifewithout limits. Four decidedlydifferent sisters, 

growing up during the AmericanCivilWar, each facing

their own unique challenge.

LittleWomen tells the story of the March sisters. Through

parties, travel, illness, arguments,dinners, love affairs and

ice skatingescapades,we f...

9780785234531

Pub Date: 6/30/2020

$43.50 CAD

656 pages •Hardcover

Paperback

Jane Eyre(Seasons Edition-- Summer)

Charlotte Bronte

A fine exclusive edition of one of literature’s most

beloved stories. Featuring a laser-cut jacket on a

textured book with foil stamping, all titles in this

series will be first editions. No more than 10,000

copies will be printed, and each will be individually

numbered from 1 to 10,000.

It was quiet at the other end of the house; but I knew my

way; and the light of the unclouded summer moon, 

enter...



9780785234548

Pub Date: 6/30/2020

$43.50 CAD
368 pages •Hardcover

with dust jacket

The Wonderland Collection (Seasons Edition

-- Summer)

Lewis Carroll

A fine exclusive edition of one of literature’s most

beloved stories. Featuring a laser-cut jacket on a

textured book with foil stamping, all titles in this

series will be first editions. No more than 10,000

copies will be printed, and each will be individually

numbered from 1 to 10,000.

Lewis Carroll’sAlice in Wonderlandbooks have delighted

readers across the globe for more than a hundred

years....

9780785234555

Pub Date: 6/30/2020

$43.50 CAD
384 pages •Hardcover

with dust jacket

The Adventuresof Huckleberry Finn

(Seasons Edition -- Summer)

Mark Twain

A fine exclusive edition of one of literature’s most

beloved stories. Featuring a laser-cut jacket on a

textured book with foil stamping, all titles in this

series will be first editions. No more than 10,000

copies will be printed, and each will be individually

numbered from 1 to 10,000.

In The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, a thirteen-year-old

boy, Huck, is in search of adventure on the beautiful...

9780062747853

Pub Date: 6/5/2018

$24.99 CAD

160 pages •Hardcover

John Atkinson

Abridged Classics:Brief Summariesof Books You Were

Supposed to Read but Probably Didn’t is packed with

dozens of humorous super-condensedsummationsof 

some of the most famous works of literature from many

of the world’smost revered authors, includingWilliam

Shakespeare, CharlesDickens,EmilyBrontë, Leo Tolstoy, 

Jane Austen, Mark Twain, J.R.R.Tolkien,Margaret

Atwood, James Joyce, Plato, Er...

Abridged Classics

9780008400439

Pub Date: 10/31/2020

$6.50 CAD
672 pages • A-format

Paperback

CharlesDickens, Lesley Gray

Exam board: AQA B, CambridgeAssessment

InternationalEducation Level

& Subject: AS and A Level EnglishLiterature First

teaching:September 2015 First

examination: June 2017, June 2021

This editionof OliverTwist provides depth and context for

A Level students,with the completenovel in an easy to

read format, and a detailed introductionand bespoke

glossarywritten by an experiencedA Level teache...

CollinsClassroom Classics–Oliver Twist

9780060537005

Pub Date: 6/9/2015

$15.99 CAD

272 pages • Paperback

Dr. Mardy Grothe

Many of the most trenchant observationsabout the

human experience engage in oxymoronicword play. Less

is more is a famous example; or The more things change, 

the more they stay the same.Here for the first time is a

collectionof hundreds of thought-provokingand

mind-stretchingobservations that are falseand

contradictory at a superficial level, and true, logical and

often profound on a deeper...

Oxymoronica

9780062113788

Pub Date: 3/27/2018

$21.00 CAD

224 pages • Paperback

Thomas C. Foster

No literary form isas admired and feared as poetry. 

Admired for its lengthypedigree—a lineof poets

extending back to a timebefore recorded history—anda

ubiquitouspresence in virtually all cultures,poetry is also

revered for its great beauty and the powerful emotions it

evokes. But the form has also instilled trepidation in its

many admirersmainly because of a lack of familiarity and

knowle...

How to Read Poetry Like a Professor

9780062065438

Pub Date: 9/11/2012

$21.00 CAD

Agatha Christie:Murder in the Making

John Curran

In this invaluablework, Agatha Christie expert and

archivist John Curran examines the unpublished

notebooks of the world’sbestsellingauthor to explore the

techniques she used to surpriseand entertain generations

of readers. Drawingon Christie’spersonal material and

letters, he revealshow more than twenty of her novels,as

well as stage and radio scripts, short stories, and some

more persona...

9780008129637

Pub Date: 6/2/2020

$26.99 CAD
become the world'smost popular author. ...432 pages • Paperback 784 pages • Paperback

John Curran, Agatha Christie,David Suchet

Agatha Christie’sCompleteSecret Notebooks brings

together for the first timeSecret Notebooks and Murder in

the Making, two volumes that explore the fascinating

contents of her 73 notebooks. This includes illustrations, 

deletedextracts, unused ideas, two unpublishedPoirot

storiesand a lostMiss Marple.

When Agatha Christie died in 1976, aged 85, she had

Agatha Christie’sComplete Secret

Notebooks



9780063019003

Pub Date: 10/6/2020

$37.00 CAD

400 pages •Hardcover

Agatha Christie'sPoirot

Mark Aldridge

For a century, Agatha Christie’s famous Belgiandetective

HerculePoirot has maintaineda near-permanent

presence in worldculture. The star of thirty-threenovels, 

beginningwith The Mysterious Affair at Styles, one play

(BlackCoffee),more than fifty short storiespublished

between 1920 and 1975, and stage, movie, and

televisionadaptations, the detectivewho solveddiabolical 

crimesusinghis ...

9780061988370

Pub Date: 2/15/2011

$21.00 CAD

496 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie'sSecret Notebooks

John Curran

When Agatha Christie died in 1976, at age 85, she was

the world’smost popular author, with salesof more than

two billion copiesworldwide in more than a hundred

countries.So prolificwas her output—including66 crime

novels, 20 plays and more than 150 short stories—itwas

often claimed that she had a photograhicmemory. True?

Or did she have other methods of working out her

ingeniousplots?

Upon...

9780062325549

Pub Date: 5/6/2014

$23.99 CAD

272 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

“Ten . . .”—Ten strangers are lured to an isolated island

mansion on an islandoff the Devon coast by a mysterious

host.

“Nine . . .” —At dinner, a recorded message accuseseach

of them of harboringa guilty secret. By the end of the

meal, one is dead.

“Eight . . .”—Stranded by a violent storm, there isno

hope of escape. Haunted by a nursery rhyme counting

down one by one, the guests begin to die...

And Then There Were None

9780062204578

Pub Date: 9/11/2012

$26.99 CAD

576 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

Thirty-fiveyears after her death, Agatha Christie remains

the world’sbestsellingpopular author. Whilemillionsof 

fans across the globe got to know her beloved characters

HerculePoirot and Miss Jane Marple, few knew much

about their creator, a woman who for many years kept

her private life hidden from view. For decades, she

dodged the press and gave no interviews, and for a brief 

time, famousl...

Autobiography, An

9780008289256

Pub Date: 7/7/2020

$17.99 CAD
336 pages • B-format

Paperback

Tony Medawar, Agatha Christie,Georgette Heyer, A. A. 

Milne,NicholasBlake,ChristiannaBrand

At a timewhen crimeand thrillerwritinghas once again

overtaken the salesof general and literary fiction,Bodies

from the Library unearths lost stories from the Golden

Age, that periodbetween the WorldWars when detective

fictioncaptured the public’s imaginationand saw the

emergence of some of the world’scleverest and most

popular storytellers.

This anthology brings together 16 forgotten ta...

Bodies from the Library

9780007487240

Pub Date: 10/13/2015

$18.99 CAD
304 pages • B-format

Paperback

Agatha Christie

Agatha Christie's personalmemoirsabout her travels to

Syria and Iraq in the 1930s with her archaeologist

husband Max Mallowan,where she worked on the digs

and wrote some of her most evocativenovels.Thinkyou

know Agatha Christie? Think again!

To the world she was Agatha Christie, legendary author of 

bestsellingwhodunits. But in the 1930s she wore a

differenthat, travellingwith her husband, r...

Come, Tell Me How You Live

9780062073532

Pub Date: 2/1/2011

$18.50 CAD

Crooked House

Agatha Christie

The Leonideswere one big happy family living in a

sprawling, ramshacklemansion.That was until the head

of the household,Aristide,was murdered with a fatal 

barbiturate injection. Suspicionnaturally fallson the old

man’s young widow, fifty years his junior.But the

murderer has reckoned without the tenacity of Charles

Hayward, fianceof the late millionare’sgranddaughter… 9780062074133

Pub Date: 3/13/2012

$18.50 CAD

256 pages • Paperback 272 pages • Paperback

Death Comes as the End

Agatha Christie

It is Egypt in 2000 BC, where death givesmeaning to life. 

At the foot of a cliff lies the broken, twistedbody of Nofret, 

concubine to a Ka-priest. Young, beautiful,and venomous, 

most agree that it was fate—shedeserved to die like a

snake!

But at her father’s house on the banks of the Nile, the

priest’s daughter Renisenb believes that the woman’s

death was suspicious. Increasingly, she becomes c...



9780063037311

Pub Date: 9/8/2020

$26.99 CAD

288 pages •Hardcover

Death on theNile Classic Edition

Agatha Christie

Beloved detective Hercule Poirot embarks on a journey to

Egypt in one of Agatha Christie’s most famous mysteries,

Death on the Nile.

The tranquility of a cruisealong the Nile was shattered by

the discovery that Linnet Ridgeway had been shot

through the head. She was young, stylish, and beautiful. 

A girlwho had everything . . . until she losther life.

HerculePoirot recalledan earlier outburst by...

9780062074102

Pub Date: 3/13/2012

$18.50 CAD

272 pages • Paperback

DestinationUnknown

Agatha Christie

When a number of leadingscientistsdisappearwithout a

trace, concern grows within the international intelligence

community. And the one woman who appears to hold the

key to the mystery is dying from injuriessustained in a

plane crash.

Meanwhile, in a Casablancahotel room, HilaryCraven

prepares to take her own life.But her suicideattempt is

about to be interruptedby a man who will offer her ...

9780062074416

Pub Date: 6/19/2012

$19.99 CAD

224 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

In one of London’s most elegant shops, a decorativedoll in

green velvet adopts some rather human, and sinister, 

traits....A country gentleman isquestionedabout a murder

that has yet to be committed....In summoning spirits,a

medium is drawn closer to the world of the dead than she

ever imaginedpossible....Ina small country church, a

dying man’s last word, sanctuary, becomesboth an elegy

and ...

DoubleSin and Other Stories

9780062073518

Pub Date: 2/1/2011

$19.99 CAD

256 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

Gipsy’s Acre was a truly beautiful upland sitewith views

out to sea—and in MichaelRogers it stirreda child-like

fantasy. There, amongst the dark fir trees, he planned to

build a house, finda girl and livehappily ever after. Yet, as

he left the village,a shadow of menace hung over the

land. For this was the placewhere accidentshappened. 

Perhaps Michael shouldhave heeded the locals’warning...

EndlessNight

9780063030367

Pub Date: 10/20/2020

$21.00 CAD

400 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

“Reading a perfectly plotted Agatha Christie is like

crunching into a perfect apple: that pure, crisp, 

absolute satisfaction.”—Tana French, New York

Times Bestselling Author

There's a chill in the air and the days are growing shorter... 

It's the perfect time to curl up in front of a crackling

fireplacewith this winter-themedcollection from legendary

mystery writer Agatha Christie.But beware of d...

MidwinterMurder

9780062073808

Pub Date: 6/14/2011

$19.99 CAD

272 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks…includingher classic thriller Murder

is Easy, in...

Murder Is Easy

9780062424754

Pub Date: 10/6/2015

$24.99 CAD

256 pages •Hardcover

Murder on theOrient Express Classic Edition

Agatha Christie

Just after midnight,a snowdrift stopped the Orient

Express in its tracks. The luxurious train was surprisingly

full for the timeof the year. But by the morning there was

one passenger fewer. An American lay dead in his

compartment, stabbed a dozen times,hisdoor locked

from the inside.

With tension mounting,detectiveHerculePoirot comes up

with not one, but two solutions to the crime.

Reproduci...

9780063035966

Pub Date: 10/20/2020

$18.50 CAD

AudioCD

Murder on theOrient Express Low Price CD

Agatha Christie,Dan Stevens

“The murderer is with us—on the train now . . .”

Just after midnight, the famous OrientExpress is stopped

in its tracks by a snowdrift. By morning, the millionaire

Samuel Edward Ratchett liesdead in his compartment, 

stabbed a dozen times, hisdoor locked from the inside. 

Withouta shred of doubt, one of his fellow passengers is

the murderer.

Isolatedby the storm, detectiveHerculePoirot must fin...



9780062968371

Pub Date: 10/8/2019

$21.00 CAD

160 pages •Hardcover

Murder, She Said

Agatha Christie

The razor-sharp mindof the world’s favorite armchair

sleuth isbrilliantly revealed in this anthology of Miss

Marple insightsand bon mots, curated from Agatha

Christie’sclassicnovels featuring the delightful amateur

detective.

“Really, I have no gifts—exceptperhaps a certain

knowledge of human nature.”

“Everybody in St Mary Mead knew Miss Marple: fluffyand

dithery in appearance, but inwardly a...

9780062074324

Pub Date: 4/17/2012

$18.50 CAD

256 pages • Paperback

N or M?

Agatha Christie

It is WorldWar II, and while the RAF struggles to keep the

Luftwaffe at bay, Britain faces an even more sinister threat

from “the enemy within”—Nazisposingas ordinary

citizens.

Withpressure mounting, the intelligence service appoints

two unlikely spies, Tommy and Tuppence Beresford. Their

mission: to seek out a man and a woman from among

the colorful guests at Sans Souci, a seasidehotel. But t...

9780062073525

Pub Date: 2/1/2011

$18.50 CAD

288 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

Dr. Arthur Calgary takes a ferry across the Rubicon River

to Sunny Point, the home of the Argyle family.A year

before, the matriarch of the family was murdered and a

son, Jack, was convictedand sentenced to spend the rest

of his life in prison.Throughout the trial Jackhad

maintainedhis innocence, claiminghe was hitchhikingon

the night of the murder and he had been pickedup by a

middle-aged...

Ordeal by Innocence

9780062074409

Pub Date: 6/19/2012

$18.50 CAD

272 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

Mrs. Packington felt alone, helplessand utterly forlorn. But

her life changed when she stumbledupon an

advertisement in The Times which read: “Are you happy?

If not, consultMr. Parker Pyne.”

Equally adept at putting together the fragments of a

murder mystery or the piecesof a broken marriage,Mr. 

Parker Pyne is possibly the world’smost unconventional 

private investigator. Armedwith just an in...

Parker PyneInvestigates

9780062074362

Pub Date: 4/17/2012

$18.50 CAD

288 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

Tommy and Tuppence Beresfordare restless for

adventure, so when they are asked to take over Blunt’s

InternationalDetectiveAgency, they leap at the chance.

Their first case is a success—the triumphant recovery of a

pink pearl.Other cases soon follow—astabbingon

Sunningdalegolf course; cryptic messages in the personal 

columnsof newspapers; and even a box of poisoned

chocolates.But can they l...

Partners in Crime

9780062094452

Pub Date: 10/30/2012

$19.99 CAD

304 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

Sir StaffordNye’s flight home from Malaya takes an

unprecented twistwhen a young woman confides in him

that someone is trying to kill her. In a moment of 

weakness, he agrees to lendher his passport.

Unwittingly, the diplomathas put his own life on the line. 

When he meets the mystery woman again, she is a

differentperson, and he finds himself drawn intoa battle

against an invisible—andaltoget...

Passenger to Frankfurt

9780062074386

Pub Date: 4/17/2012

Sparkling Cyanide

Agatha Christie

Six people sit down to a sumptuous meal at a table laid

for seven. In front of the empty place is a sprig of 

rosemary—“rosemary for remembrance.”A strange

sentiment considering noone is likely to forget the night, 

exactly a year ago, that Rosemary Barton diedat exactly

the same table, her beautiful faceunrecognizable, 

convulsedwith pain and horror. 9780062094414

Pub Date: 8/7/2012
But then Rosemary had alwaysbeen memorable—s...

$19.99 CAD

288 pages • Paperback

$17.50 CAD

320 pages • Paperback
In this collection of short stories, the answers are...

The Golden Ball And Other Stories

Agatha Christie

Is it a gesture of good will or a sinister trap that lures

Rupert St. Vincentand his family to a magnificentestate?

How desperate is Joyce Lambert, a destituteyoung widow

whose only recourse is to marry a man she despises?

What unexpected circumstance stirs old loyalties in

Theodora Darrell, an unfaithfulwife about to run away

with her lover?



9780062191250

Pub Date: 9/10/2013

$24.99 CAD

384 pages • Paperback

The Grand Tour

Agatha Christie

In 1922 Agatha Christie set sail on a ten-month voyage

around the world.Her husband, ArchibaldChristie,had

been invited to join a trade mission to promote the British

EmpireExhibition, andChristiewas determined to go with

him. It was a life-changingdecision for the young novelist, 

a true voyage of discovery that would inspireher future

writing.

Placingher two-year-olddaughter in the care ...

9780062094391

Pub Date: 6/19/2012

$19.99 CAD

240 pages • Paperback

The HarlequinTea Set and Other Stories

Agatha Christie

A grand treasure for fans of the grande dame of mystery, 

The Harlequin Tea Set and Other Stories brings together

nine rare and brilliantChristie tales of murder and

detection that span nearly half a century of her storytelling

genius.

In “The Mystery of the SpanishChest,”HerculePoirot

unravels the psychological conundrums that motivate a

killer....In “The Actress,”a great star’s shady past bec...

9780006531722
Pub Date: 8/3/2000

432 pages • B-format

Paperback

CharlesOsborne

A biographical companion to the works of Agatha Christie

- revised and updated edition

Agatha Christie was the author of over 100 plays, short

story collectionsand novels which have been translated

into103 languages; she isoutsold only by the Bible and

Shakespeare. Many have tried to copy her but none has

succeeded.Attempts to capture her personality on paper, 

to discover her motivationsor th...

The Life and Crimes of Agatha Christie

9780062074379

Pub Date: 4/17/2012

$18.50 CAD

320 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

Pretty, young Anne came to London looking for adventure.

In fact, adventure comes looking for her—and findsher

immediately at Hyde Park Corner tube station. Anne is

present on the platform when a thin man, reeking of

mothballs, loseshisbalance and is electrocutedon the

rails.

The Scotland Yard verdict is accidental death. But Anne is

not satisfied. After all, who was the man in the brown suit

w...

The Man in the Brown Suit

9780062074430

Pub Date: 6/19/2012

$18.50 CAD

320 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

It had been a typicalNew Year’s Eve party. But as

midnight approaches,Mr. Satterthwaite—akeen observer

of human nature—senses that the real drama of the

evening is yet to unfold.And so it proves when a

mysterious stranger knocks on the door. Who is this Mr. 

Quin?

Mr. Sattherthwaite’snew friend isan enigma.He seems to

appear and disappearalmost likea trick of the light. In

fact, the only co...

The Mysterious Mr. Quin

9780062074119

Pub Date: 6/28/2011

$19.99 CAD

272 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

When an elderly priest is murdered, the killer searches the

victim so roughly that his already ragged cassock is torn in

the process.What was the killer looking for? And what had

a dying woman confided to the priest on her death bed

only hours earlier?

Mark Easterbrook and his sidekickGinger Corrigan are

determined to findout. Maybe the three women who run

The PaleHorse publichouse, and who ar...

The Pale Horse

9780062094407

Pub Date: 8/7/2012

The RegattaMystery and Other Stories

Agatha Christie

There’s a body in a trunk, a dead girl’s reflection caught in

a mirror, one corpse back from the grave, and another

envisioned in the recurringnightmare of a terrified

eccentric.What’s behind such ghastlymisdeeds?Try

money, revenge, passion,and pleasure.With multiple

motives,multiple victims, and multiple suspects, it’s going

to take a multitudeof talent to solve these clever crimes. 9780062074157

Pub Date: 3/13/2012
In thi...

$18.50 CAD

208 pages • Paperback

$18.50 CAD

336 pages • Paperback

The Secret of Chimneys

Agatha Christie

Little did Anthony Cade suspect that an errand for a friend

wouldplacehim at the center of a deadly conspiracy.

Drawn into a web of intrigue,he begins to realize that the

simple favor has placedhim in seriousdanger.

As events unfold, the combined forces of ScotlandYard

and the French Surete gradually converge on Chimneys, 

the great country estate that hidesan amazing secret....



9780062074164

Pub Date: 3/13/2012

$18.50 CAD

304 pages • Paperback

The Seven DialsMystery

Agatha Christie

Gerry Wade had proved himself to be a championsleeper, 

so the other house guests decided to playa practical joke

on him.Eight alarm clockswere set to go off, one after the

other, startingat 6:30 a.m.But when morning arrived,

one clockwas missingand the prank had backfired,with

tragic consequences.

For JimmyThesiger in particular, the words “Seven Dials”

were to take on a new and chilling ...

9780062074140

Pub Date: 3/13/2012

$19.99 CAD

288 pages • Paperback

The Sittaford Mystery

Agatha Christie

In a remote house in the middleof Dartmoor, six

shadowy figureshuddle around a table for a seance. 

Tension risesas the spirits spell out a chillingmessage:

“CaptainTrevelyan...dead...murder.”

Is this black magicor simply a macabre joke? The only

way to be certain is to locate CaptainTrevelyan.

Unfortunately, his home is six milesaway and, with

snowdriftsblocking the roads, someone will hav...

9780062094445

Pub Date: 8/7/2012

$18.50 CAD

272 pages • Paperback

The Witness for theProsecution and Other

Stories

Agatha Christie

A murder trial takes a diabolical turn when the wife of the

accused takes the stand....Awoman’s sixth sense—anda

loaded revolver—signalpremonitionsof doom....A

stranded motorist seeks refuge in a remote mansion, and

is greeted witha dire warning....DetectiveHercule Poirot

faces his greatest challengewhen his servicesare

enlisted—by the victim—in a bizarre locked-room murder.

From the stunni...

9780062073785

Pub Date: 6/14/2011

$18.50 CAD

304 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks. In her classicThey Came to

Baghdad, a bright, y...

TheyCame to Baghdad

9780062074423

Pub Date: 6/19/2012

$18.50 CAD

256 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

A blinding snowstorm—anda homicidalmaniac—trapsa

small party of friends in an isolatedestate. Out of this

deceptively simple setup, Agatha Christie fashionedone of 

her most ingeniouspuzzlers,which, in turn, wouldprovide

the basis for The Mousetrap, the longest-runningplay in

history.

From this classic title novella to the deliciously clevergems

on its tail (solved to perfectionby Hercule...

Three Blind Mice and Other Stories

9780062073549

Pub Date: 2/1/2011

$18.50 CAD

256 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

What is the connectionbetween a failedsuicideattempt, a

wrongful accusationof theft against a schoolgirl, and the

romantic life of a famous tennisplayer?To the casual 

observer, apparently nothing. But when a houseparty

gathers at Gull’sPoint, the seaside home of an elderly

widow,earlier events come to a dramatichead. It’s all part

of a carefully paidplan—formurder…

Towards Zero

9780062074126

Pub Date: 3/13/2012

Why Didn't TheyAsk Evans?

Agatha Christie

Whileplayingan erratic round of golf, Bobby Jones slices

his ball over the edge of a cliff.His ball is lost, but on the

rocks below he finds the crumpledbody of a dying man. 

The man opens his eyes and with his last breath says, 

“Why didn’t they ask Evans?”

Hauntingby those words, Bobby and hisvivacious

companion, Frankie, set out to solve a mystery that will
9780062074355

Pub Date: 4/17/2012
bring them intomortal danger.... themselvesplunged intomore danger tha...

$18.50 CAD

304 pages • Paperback

$17.50 CAD

352 pages • Paperback

The Secret Adversary

Agatha Christie

Tommy and Tuppence, two people flat broke and out of 

work, are restless for excitement. They embark on a

daringbusinessscheme—YoungAdventurers Ltd.—

“willing to do anything, go anywhere.”

But their first assignment, for the sinisterMr. Whittington, 

draws them intoa sinister, political conspiracy.Under the

eye of the elusive, ruthlessMr. Brown, they find



9780062074348

Pub Date: 4/17/2012

$18.50 CAD

336 pages • Paperback

Postern of Fate

Agatha Christie

Tommy and Tuppence Beresfordhave just become the

proud owners of an oldhouse in an Englishvillage.Along

with the property, they have inherited some worthless

bric-a-brac, includinga collection ofantique books. While

rustling through a copy of The BlackArrow, Tuppence

comes upon a seriesof apparently random underlinings.

However,when she writesdown the letters, they spell out

a very distur...

9780062074331

Pub Date: 4/17/2012

$19.99 CAD

304 pages • Paperback

By the Pricking of My Thumbs

Agatha Christie

When Tommy and Tuppence visit an elderly aunt in her

gothic nursinghome, they think nothingof her mistrust of 

the doctors; after all,Ada is a very difficult old lady.

But when Mrs. Lockett mentionsa poisonedmushroom

stew and Mrs. Lancaster talks about “somethingbehind

the fireplace,”Tommy and Tuppence find themselves

caught up in a spine-chillingadventure whichcould spell 

death for either ...

9780062073648

Pub Date: 4/12/2011

$18.50 CAD

224 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

MissMarple senses danger when she visitsa friend living

in Stoneygates, a rehabilitationcenter for delinquents.Her

fears are confirmedwhen someone shoots at the

administrator. Though he is not injured,a mysterious

visitor is less fortunate—shot dead simultaneously in

another part of the building.Pure coincidence?Miss Marple

thinks not and must use all her cunning to solve the riddle

of the...

TheyDo It with Mirrors

9780062073617

Pub Date: 4/12/2011

$19.99 CAD

224 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

It’s seven in the morning. The Bantrys wake to find the

body of a young woman in their library. She is wearing

eveningdress and heavy makeup, which is now smeared

across her cheeks. But who is she? How did she get

there? And what is the connectionwith another dead girl, 

whose charred remainsare later discovered in an

abandoned quarry? The respectableBantrys inviteMiss

Marple to solve the myst...

The Body in theLibrary

9780062073723

Pub Date: 4/12/2011

$19.99 CAD

256 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

Soon after Gwenda moved intoher new home, odd

things started to happen. Despiteher best efforts to

modernize the house, she only succeeded in dredgingup

itspast. Worse, she felt an irrational sense of terror every

timeshe climbed the stairs.... In fear, Gwenda turned to

MissMarple to exorciseher ghosts. Betwen them, they

were to solve a perfect crimecommitted many years

before.

Sleeping Murder

9780062073679

Pub Date: 4/12/2011

$18.50 CAD

288 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

One minute, sillyHeather Badcock had been babblingon

at her movie idol, the glamorousMarina Gregg. The next, 

Heather suffereda massive seizure, poisonedby a deadly

cocktail. It seems likely that the cocktailwas intended for

the beautifulactress. But while the police fumble to find

clues, MissMarple begins to ask her own questions

—because,as she knows, even the most peaceful village

can hi...

The Mirror Crack'd from Side to Side

9780062073709

Nemesis

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks. In Nemesis, a letter from a 9780062073686

Pub Date: 4/12/2011

$18.50 CAD

304 pages • Paperback

Pub Date: 4/12/2011

$18.50 CAD

240 pages • Paperback

dead man instructsM... A diversion t...

A Caribbean Mystery

Agatha Christie

As MissMarple sat basking in the Caribbeansunshine, she

felt mildly discontentedwith life. True, the warmth eased

her rheumatism,but here in paradise nothingever

happened. Eventually, her interest was aroused by an old

soldier’syarn about a murderer he had known.

Infuriatingly, just as he was about to show her a snapshot

of this acquaintance, the Major was suddenly interrupted.



9780062073655

Pub Date: 4/12/2011

$19.99 CAD

256 pages • Paperback

A Pocket Fullof Rye

Agatha Christie

Rex Fortescue, king of a financial empire,was sipping tea

in his “countinghouse”when he suffered an agonizing

and sudden death. On later inspection, the pockets of the

deceasedwere found to contain traces of cereals. Yet, it

was the incident in the parlor whichconfirmedJane

Marple’s suspicion that here she was lookingat a case of 

crimeby rhyme.... 9780062073600

Pub Date: 4/12/2011

$19.99 CAD

304 pages • Paperback

The Murder at theVicarage

Agatha Christie

“Anyone who murdered Colonel Protheroe,” declared the

parson, brandishinga carving knife above a joint of roast

beef, “wouldbe doing the world at large a favor!” It was a

careless remark for a man of the cloth.And one which

was to come back and haunt the clergyman just a few

hours later—when the Colonel is found shot dead in the

clergyman’sstudy. But as Miss Marple soon discovers, the

wholevi...

9780062073631

Pub Date: 4/12/2011

$18.50 CAD

320 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

The villagersof ChippingCleghorn are agog with curiosity

when the Gazette advertises: “A murder is announced

and will take placeon Friday,October 29th, at Little

Paddocks at 6:30 p.m.”A childishpractical joke? Or a

spiteful hoax? Unable to resist the mysterious invitation, 

the localsarrive at Little Paddocks at the appointed time

when, without warning, the lightsgo out and a gun is

fired. ...

A Murder IsAnnounced

9780062073716

Pub Date: 4/12/2011

$19.99 CAD

384 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

This collectiongathers together every short story featuring

one of Agatha Christie’smost famous creations: Miss

Marple. Describedby her friendDolly Bantry as “the

typical old maidof fiction,”MissMarple has livedalmost

her entire life in the sleepyhamlet of St. Mary Mead. Yet, 

by observingvillage life she has gainedan unparalleled

insight intohuman nature—and used it to devasting

effect...

Miss Marple: TheComplete Short Stories

9780062073693

Pub Date: 4/12/2011

$18.50 CAD

272 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

When MissMarple comesup from the country for a

holiday in London, she finds what she’s looking for at

Bertram’s Hotel: traditionaldecor, impeccable service and

an unmistakableatmosphere of danger behind the highly

polishedveneer. Yet, not even MissMarple can foresee the

violent chain of events set in motionwhen an eccentric

guest makes hisway to the airport on the wrong day….

At Bertram's Hotel

9780062073662

Pub Date: 4/12/2011

$18.50 CAD

288 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

For an instant the two trains ran together, sideby side. In

that frozen moment,Elspeth witnesseda murder.

Helplessly, she stared out of her carriage window as a

man remorselessly tightened hisgrip around a woman’s

throat. The body crumpled.Then the other train drew

away. But who, apart from Jane Marple, would take her

story seriously? After all, there were no suspects, no other

witnesses...an...

4:50From Paddington

9780062073624

The Moving Finger

Agatha Christie

Lynstock is a town with more than its share of shameful 

secrets—a town where even a sudden outbreak of 

anonymous hate mail causes only a minor stir.But all that

changes when one of the recipients,Mrs. Symmington, 

commits suicide.Her final note says, “I can’t go on,” but

MissMarple questions the coroner’s verdict of suicide.

Soon nobody is sure of anyone—as secrets stop being 9780062073495

Pub Date: 4/12/2011

$18.50 CAD

240 pages • Paperback

Pub Date: 1/18/2011

$17.50 CAD

288 pages • Paperback

shameful and start...

Murder on theOrient Express

Agatha Christie

Just after midnight,a snowdrift stops the Orient Express

in its tracks. The luxurious train is surprisingly full for the

timeof the year, but by the morning it is one passenger

fewer. An American tycoon liesdead in his compartment, 

stabbed a dozen times, hisdoor locked from the inside. 

Isolatedand with a killer in their midst, detectiveHercule

Poirot must identify the murderer - in case he o...



9780062357311

Pub Date: 8/5/2014

$18.50 CAD

304 pages • Paperback

After the Funeral

Agatha Christie

“He was murdered,wasn’t he?”

When Cora Lansquenet is savagely murdered, the

extraordinary remark she had made the previous day at

her brother Richard’s funeral suddenly takes on a chilling

significance.At the readingof Richard’swill, Cora was

clearly heard to say, “It’s been hushed up very nicely, 

hasn’t it. But he was murdered, wasn’t he?”

DidCora’s accusationa dark truth that sealed her own ...

9780062364623

Pub Date: 7/1/2014

$17.50 CAD

240 pages • Paperback

Dead Man'sFolly

Agatha Christie

HerculePoirot Must Unmask a Deviouskillerwhen a mock

murder mystery proves all too fatal in thisAgatha Christie

classic

Sir George and Lady Stubbs, the hosts of a village fete, hit

upon the novel idea of staginga mock murder mystery. In

good faith,Ariadne Oliver, the well-knowncrimewriter, 

agrees to organize their murder hunt. Despiteweeks of 

meticulousplanning,at the last minuteAriadne...

9780062364616

Pub Date: 7/1/2014

$17.50 CAD

224 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

HerculePoirot faces international intrigue in this classic

Agatha Christie mystery

Framed in the doorway of HerculePoirot's bedroom

stands an uninvitedguest, coated from head to foot in

dust. The man stares for a moment, then he sways and

falls.Who is he? Is he suffering from shock or just

exhaustion? Above all,what is the significanceof the

figure 4, scribbledover and over again on a sheet ...

Big Four

9780062094421

Pub Date: 8/7/2012

$18.50 CAD

240 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

A beautiful heiresshas been found dead on a train. A

playboy has been stabbed through the heart during a

costume ball. An elderlywoman suspects that she is

being slowly poisoned to death. A prince fears for his

reputation when his fiancee is embroiled in another man’s

murder. A forgotten reclusemakes headlineswhen he’s

shot in the head.

Who but Agatha Christie couldconcoct such canny

crimes?W...

The UnderDog and Other Stories

9780062074027

Pub Date: 10/25/2011

$19.99 CAD

240 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks. In the Christie classicPeril at End

House, a yo...

Peril at EndHouse

9780062074089

Pub Date: 10/25/2011

$18.50 CAD

272 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks. In Mrs. McGinty’s Dead, the

intrepid Poirot look...

Mrs. McGinty'sDead

9780062074096

Curtain:Poirot's Last Case

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks. The legendary detective 9780062074034

Pub Date: 10/25/2011

$19.99 CAD

240 pages • Paperback

Pub Date: 10/25/2011

$18.50 CAD

240 pages • Paperback

saves hisbest for last ... investigation,Elephants Can Re...

ElephantsCan Remember

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks. A classicPoirot



9780062074010

Pub Date: 10/25/2011

$19.99 CAD

288 pages • Paperback

Hercule Poirot's Christmas

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks. In Hercule Poirot’s Christmas, the

holidaysare ...

9780062074003

Pub Date: 9/27/2011

$18.50 CAD

256 pages • Paperback

Poirot Investigates

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks.Poirot Investigatesa host of

murders most foul—...

9780062073976

Pub Date: 9/27/2011

$18.50 CAD

320 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks. Robbery and brutal murder aboard

a luxury transp...

The Mystery of the BlueTrain

9780062073921

Pub Date: 9/27/2011

$19.99 CAD

256 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks. The unstoppable Poirot findshimself

in the Midd...

Appointmentwith Death

9780062073983

Pub Date: 9/27/2011

$19.99 CAD

336 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks. Like The Labors of Hercules, the

twelve cases Po...

The Labors of Hercules

9780062073969

Pub Date: 9/27/2011

$18.50 CAD

256 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks. A most unusual seriesof crimesat

a student hos...

Hickory Dickory Dock

9780062073990

Murder in theMews

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks. Christie’s classicMurder in 9780062073907

Pub Date: 9/27/2011

$18.50 CAD

320 pages • Paperback

Pub Date: 9/27/2011

$18.50 CAD

288 pages • Paperback

the Mews presents f... MiddleEastern archaeolog...

Murder in Mesopotamia

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks. Suspiciousevents at a



9780062073846

Pub Date: 8/30/2011

$18.50 CAD

288 pages • Paperback

Taken at theFlood

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks. In her classicpuzzler Taken at the

Flood, the i...

9780062073938

Pub Date: 8/30/2011

$19.99 CAD

272 pages • Paperback

EvilUnderthe Sun

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks. The classicEvil Under the Sun, one

of the most ...

9780062073853

Pub Date: 8/30/2011

$18.50 CAD

320 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks.Her classic,The Hollow, findsPoirot

entangled ...

The Hollow

9780062073891

Pub Date: 8/30/2011

$18.50 CAD

288 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks.When Lord Edgware Dies a most

unnatural death, d...

Lord EdgwareDies

9780062073945

Pub Date: 8/30/2011

$18.50 CAD

304 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks. In her classicSad Cypress, a

woman damned by ov...

Sad Cypress

9780062073754

Pub Date: 6/14/2011

$18.50 CAD

336 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks. In Dumb Witness, Hercule Poirot

investigates the...

Dumb Witness

9780062073730

Cards on theTable

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks. In Cards on the Table, the 9780062073761

Pub Date: 6/14/2011

$19.99 CAD

272 pages • Paperback

Pub Date: 6/14/2011

$18.50 CAD

288 pages • Paperback

wily Poirot is on the... a London flatwith t...

Third Girl

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks.When the Third Girl sharing



9780062073952

Pub Date: 6/14/2011

$18.50 CAD

272 pages • Paperback

Hallowe'en Party

Agatha Christie

At a Hallowe’enparty, Joyce-a hostile thirteen-year-old-

boasts that she once witnessed a murder. When no one

believesher, she storms off home.But withinhours her

body is found, still in the house, drowned in an apple-

bobbing tub.

9780062073839

Pub Date: 6/14/2011

$18.50 CAD

272 pages • Paperback

Three Act Tragedy

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks. In her classicThree Act Tragedy,

the normally u...

9780062073860

Pub Date: 6/14/2011

$18.50 CAD

272 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks. In Murder on the Links, Poirot

attempts to unrav...

The Murder on the Links

9780062073747

Pub Date: 6/14/2011

$19.99 CAD

272 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks. Poirot must solve a perplexing case

of midairmu...

Death in theClouds

9780062073778

Pub Date: 6/14/2011

$19.99 CAD

240 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks. Poirot investigates the murder of a

dentist, fou...

One, Two, Buckle My Shoe

9780062073815

Pub Date: 6/14/2011

$18.50 CAD

320 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks. Time is tickingaway for a murderer

in Christie’...

The Clocks

9780062073792

Cat Among the Pigeons

Agatha Christie

The Queen of Mystery has come to Harper Collins!Agatha

Christie, the acknowledgedmistressof suspense—creator

of indomitable sleuthMiss Marple,meticulousBelgian

detectiveHerculePoirot, and so many other unforgettable

characters—bringsher entire oeuvre of ingenious

whodunits, locked room mysteries, and perplexing puzzles

to Harper Paperbacks.Murder is part of the 9780062073587

Pub Date: 6/14/2011

$19.99 CAD

288 pages • Paperback

Pub Date: 2/1/2011

$19.99 CAD

272 pages • Paperback

curriculum at an exclusive... of challeng...

The ABC Murders

Agatha Christie

There’s a serial killer on the loose,bent on working his way

through the alphabet. And as a macabre calling card he

leavesbesideeach victim’scorpe the ABC Railway Guide

open at the name of the town where the murder has

taken place.Havingbegun with Andover, Bexhill and then

Churston, there seems little chance of the murderer being

caught—until he makes the crucial and vain mistake



9780062073556

Pub Date: 2/1/2011

$19.99 CAD

352 pages • Paperback

Death on theNile

Agatha Christie

The tranquillity of a cruisealong the Nile is shattered by

the discovery that Linnet Ridgeway has been shot through

the head. She was young, stylish and beautiful, a girlwho

had everything—until she losther life.HerculePoirot

recallsan earlier outburst by a fellowpassenger: “I’d like to

put my dear little pistol against her head and just press

the trigger.”Yet in this exotic settingnothin... 9780062073570

Pub Date: 2/1/2011

$19.99 CAD

288 pages • Paperback

Five Little Pigs

Agatha Christie

Beautiful CarolineCralewas convictedof poisoningher

husband, yet there were five other suspects:Philip Blake

(the stockbroker) who went to market; Meredith Blake

(the amateur herbalist)who stayed at home; ElsaGreer

(the three-timedivorcee)who had roast beef; Cecilia

Williams (the devoted governess)who had none; and

Angela Warren (the disfiguredsister)who cried “wee wee

wee” all the way...

9780062882059

Pub Date: 8/25/2020

$12.99 CAD

368 pages •Mass Market

Death on theNile [Movie Tie-in]

Agatha Christie

The tranquility of a cruisealong the Nile was shattered by

the discovery that Linnet Ridgeway had been shot

through the head. She was young, stylish, and beautiful. 

A girlwho had everything . . . until she losther life.

HerculePoirot recalledan earlier outburst by a fellow

passenger: "I'd like to put my dear little pistol againsther

head and just press the trigger." Yet in this exotic setting...
9780063015708

Pub Date: 9/8/2020

$29.99 CAD

352 pages •Hardcover

Agatha Christie

In one of Agatha Christie’smost famousmysteries, 

beloveddetectiveHerculePoirot embarks on a journey to

Egypt in whichmurder most foul occurs.

The tranquility of a cruisealong the Nile is shattered by the

discovery that Linnet Ridgeway has been shot through the

head. Young, stylish, and beautiful, Linnet was a girl who

had everything . . . until she lost her life.

In pondering the case,Hercul...

Death on theNile

9780063033306

Pub Date: 8/25/2020

$49.99 CAD

AudioCD

Agatha Christie

In one of Agatha Christie’smost famousmysteries, 

beloveddetectiveHerculePoirot embarks on a journey to

Egypt in whichmurder most foul occurs.

The tranquility of a cruisealong the Nile is shattered by the

discovery that Linnet Ridgeway has been shot through the

head. Young, stylish, and beautiful, Linnet was a girl who

had everything . . . until she lost her life.

In pondering the case,Hercul...

Death on theNile CD

9780062857569

Pub Date: 8/25/2020

$19.99 CAD

352 pages • Paperback

Agatha Christie

The tranquility of a cruisealong the Nile was shattered by

the discovery that Linnet Ridgeway had been shot

through the head. She was young, stylish, and beautiful. 

A girl who had everything . . . until she losther life.

HerculePoirot recalledan earlier outburst by a fellow

passenger: "I'd like to put my dear little pistol againsther

head and just press the trigger." Yet in this exotic setting...

Death on theNile

9780008392987

Pub Date: 10/27/2020

$12.99 CAD
128 pages • Trade

Paperback

Agatha Christie

CollinsAgatha Christie ELT Readers–A

Murder is Announced

9780008392949

Pub Date: 10/27/2020

$12.99 CAD
128 pages • Trade

Paperback

Agatha Christie

CollinsAgatha Christie ELT Readers–And

Then There Were None



9780008392963

Pub Date: 10/27/2020

$12.99 CAD
128 pages • Trade

Paperback

CollinsAgatha Christie ELT Readers–Evil 

Underthe Sun

Agatha Christie

9780008392970

Pub Date: 10/27/2020

$12.99 CAD
128 pages • Trade

Paperback

CollinsAgatha Christie ELT Readers–The

ABC Murders

Agatha Christie

9780008392956

Pub Date: 10/27/2020

$12.99 CAD
128 pages • Trade

Paperback

CollinsAgatha Christie ELT Readers–The

Mirror Crack’d From Side to Side

Agatha Christie

9780060765484

Pub Date: 10/25/2005

$9.99 CAD

224 pages • Paperback

The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe Movie

Tie-in Edition

C. S. Lewis, PaulineBaynes

Fifty years ago, a book about four children, a magical 

wardrobe, an enchanted land,an evil witch,and a kingly

lion was published,and the genre of children’s fantasy

was changed forever. Since then, C. S. Lewis’s first and

best-lovedbook about Narnia has been read and

cherishedby millionsof childrenand adults. In 1997, 

HarperCollinsproudly published this classic book in a

beautifully detail...

9780064409414

Pub Date: 8/22/2000

$10.99 CAD

224 pages • Paperback

C. S. Lewis, PaulineBaynes

{see Chroniclesof Narnia Box Set}

The Last Battle: FullColor Edition

9780064409452

Pub Date: 8/22/2000

$11.99 CAD

256 pages • Paperback

C. S. Lewis, PaulineBaynes

(see The Chroniclesof Narnia BoxedSet)

The Silver Chair:FullColor Edition

9780064409469

Pub Date: 8/22/2000

C. S. Lewis, PaulineBaynes

(see The Chroniclesof Narnia BoxedSet)

The Voyage of the Dawn Treader: FullColor

Edition

9780064409445

Pub Date: 8/22/2000

$11.99 CAD

256 pages • Paperback

$12.50 CAD

240 pages • Paperback

Prince Caspian:FullColor Edition

C. S. Lewis, PaulineBaynes

(See The Chroniclesof Narnia Boxed Set)



9780064409407

Pub Date: 8/22/2000

$12.50 CAD

240 pages • Paperback

The Horse and His Boy: FullColor Edition

C. S. Lewis, PaulineBaynes

{see Chroniclesof Narnia Box Set}

9780064409421

Pub Date: 8/22/2000

$12.50 CAD

208 pages • Paperback

The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe: Full 

Color Edition

C. S. Lewis, PaulineBaynes

{see Chroniclesof Narnia Box Set}

9780064409438

Pub Date: 8/22/2000

$12.50 CAD

208 pages • Paperback

C. S. Lewis, PaulineBaynes

{see Chroniclesof Narnia Box Set}

The Magician'sNephew:FullColor Edition

9780060556501

Pub Date: 9/21/2004

$21.99 CAD

48 pages •Hardcover

The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe

(picture book edition)

C. S. Lewis, Tudor Humphries

We are delighted to announce the Narnia picturebook

seriesand welcomea younger, new audience to the

beloved landof Narnia. The series is designed to entertain

and charm even the youngest childand begin a lifelong

passion for The Chroniclesof Narnia.

We introduce the serieswith a captivating retellingof The

Lion, the Witchand the Wardrobe, the best-lovedof the

seven titles, illustrated in ...

9780061715051

Pub Date: 10/27/2009

$25.00 CAD

176 pages •Hardcover

C. S. Lewis, PaulineBaynes

In 1950, the first edition ofThe Lion, the Witch and the

Wardrobe was hot off the press, and soon the land of 

Narnia had become the definitive fantasy realm, setting

the bar for all others to come.Now the original 

presentation is remembered, featuringPaulineBaynes’s

first jacket artwork. Her black-and-white illustrationsand a

full-color frontispiecegrace the interior.So join in

celebrating ...

Lion, theWitch and the Wardrobe: A

Celebration of the First Edition

9780061969058

Pub Date: 10/26/2010

$26.99 CAD

768 pages • Paperback

C. S. Lewis, PaulineBaynes

Journeys to the end of the world, fantastic creatures and

epic battlesbetween good and evil. For more than fifty

years, The Chroniclesof Narnia have transcended the

fantasy genre to become part of the canon of classic

literature.This omnibuseditionpresents all seven books

unabridged, includingThe Voyage of the DawnTreader, 

the next book to be made into a feature filmby 20th

Century Fox and...

The Chroniclesof Narnia Movie Tie-in Edition

9780066238500

Pub Date: 10/2/2001

The Chroniclesof Narnia

C. S. Lewis, PaulineBaynes

C. S. Lewis’classic series, belovedby generations for over

50 years, is now available in an attractive streamlined

paperback volume that includes the complete text of all 

seven books. Each chapter is graced by a PaulineBaynes

illustrationpulled from the original1950s editions; the

spellingand punctuation remain as C. S. Lewiswrote it;

and the text is unabridged.Now adults can enjoy the

ent...

9780060598242

Pub Date: 10/26/2004

$31.00 CAD

768 pages • Paperback

$41.00 CAD

784 pages •Hardcover

The Chroniclesof Narnia

C. S. Lewis, PaulineBaynes

All seven titles in C. S. Lewis’s classic seriesare now

availablebound together in this beautiful hardcover

edition.The text isunabridged, and a PaulineBaynes

illustration taken from the original1950s editionsgraces

each chapter. This volumealsocontainsan essay by C. S. 

Lewis, entitled “OnThree Ways of Writing for Children”as

an added value. Here Lewis explores how the magicof 

Narnia ...



9780061992889

Pub Date: 10/26/2010

$56.00 CAD

Paperback

The Chroniclesof Narnia Movie Tie-in Box

Set

C. S. Lewis

Narnia...wherea dragon awakens...where stars walk the

earth...where anything can happen.

Experience The Chroniclesof Narnia in its entirety in time

for The Voyage of the Dawn Treader, the third movie in

the motionpicture epic. Thismovie tie-inbox contains the

rack editionsof all seven of C. S. Lewis’s classicstories, 

each with cover art by CliffNielsonand the originalblack-

and-white inter...

9780064405379

Pub Date: 7/1/1994

$69.99 CAD

1632 pages • Paperback

The Chroniclesof Narnia Box Set

C. S. Lewis, PaulineBaynes

C. S. Lewis'The Chroniclesof Narnia has been one of the

best-lovedseriesever published for over 50 years.Now, 

these perennially popular books have been repackaged, 

each with a new jacket paintingby (tk). This dynamic

new look will give the seriesan attractivenew edge that is

sure to delighta new generation of Narnia devotees.

9780064409391

Pub Date: 8/22/2000

$81.00 CAD

1632 pages • Paperback

C. S. Lewis, PaulineBaynes

Enter C. S. Lewis’smagicalworld of Narnia,where

enchanted creatures liveand fiercebattlesare fought

between good and evil. Created in 2000 to commemorate

the 50th Anniversary of one of the most incredible lands

ever created, new, digest-sizedpaperback editionsof the

seven titlesof The Chroniclesof Narnia feature full-color art

by PaulineBaynes, the original illustratorof this universal...

The Chroniclesof Narnia Full-Color Box Set

9780718091453

Pub Date: 2/7/2017

$21.00 CAD

256 pages • Paperback

Joseph Loconte

The untold story of how the First World War

shaped the lives, faith, and writings of J. R. R. 

Tolkien and C. S. Lewis—now in paperback.

The First WorldWar laidwaste to a continent and

permanently altered the political and religious landscapeof 

the West. For a generation of men and women, it brought

the end of innocence—and the end of faith. Yet for J. R. R. 

Tolkienand C. S. Lewis, the Great War...

A Hobbit, a Wardrobe, and a Great War

9780062643551

Pub Date: 2/14/2017

$21.99 CAD

320 pages • Paperback

C. S. Lewis

C. S. Lewis—thegreat Britishwriter, scholar, lay

theologian,broadcaster, Christianapologist,and bestselling

author of Mere Christianity,The Screwtape Letters, The

Great Divorce,The Chroniclesof Narnia, and many other

beloved classics—wrotewidely on all the main themes of

Christian faith:God, Jesus, the Trinity, Scripture, sin, evil,

nature, sex, the Christian life,prayer, faith, compass...

A Mind Awake

9780061985515

Pub Date: 10/5/2010

$33.50 CAD

480 pages •Hardcover

C. S. Lewis

"Lewis combinesa novelist's insights into motiveswith a

profound religiousunderstanding."—New York Times

Book Review

In the traditionof A Year with C.S. Lewis, get your daily

dose of inspiration from this one-of-a-kinddevotional 

collecting365 readings from the belovedChroniclesof 

Narnia.C.S. Lewis channeledhis profound spiritual 

understanding into The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, 

Pr...

A Year with Aslan

9780060566166

Pub Date: 10/21/2003

A Year with C. S. Lewis

C. S. Lewis

This beautiful daily companion is comprisedof selections

from Lewis’s celebratedSignature Classics, including: Mere

Christianity, The Screwtape Letters, The Great Divorce,

The Problem of Pain,Miracles,A GriefObserved, as well as

the timelessworks The Weight of Glory and The Abolition

of Man. Throughout the book there will be biographical

details of Lewis’s life that correspondwith the daily... 9780062643582

Pub Date: 2/14/2017

$31.00 CAD

416 pages •Hardcover

$24.99 CAD

672 pages • Paperback

AllMy Road Before Me

C. S. Lewis

While serving his country in the Great War, C. S. Lewis’

the great Britishwriter, scholar, lay theologian, 

broadcaster, and Christianapologist—madea pact with a

close friendand fellow soldier. If one of them died, the

survivor would take care of his family—apromiseLewis

honored. Developinga deep friendshipwith his fallen

friend’smother, Jane KingMoore, Lewismoved into the

Moore househol...



9780060652852

Pub Date: 1/5/1996

$18.50 CAD

176 pages • Paperback

C. S. Lewis: Readingsfor Meditation and

Reflection

C. S. Lewis

Extolled for decades as one of the most influential 

Christiansof his day, C. S. Lewis has stirredmillionsof 

readers through his probing insights, passionate

arguments, and provocativequestionsabout God, love, 

life, and death. C. S. Lewis: Readings for Meditation and

Reflectiongathers daily readings from his most famous

publishedworks—The Screwtape Letters, Mere

Christianity,The Four Loves—...

9780008203856

Pub Date: 2/28/2017

$17.99 CAD
224 pages • B-format

Paperback

Christian Reflections

C. S. Lewis

A collectionof Lewis’sessays against ‘the new morality’ – a

fine collection representingLewis at his most brilliant.

Publishedshortly after his death, aiming to make available

some of his writingswhichwere not at that timepublicly

accessible, and to counter the prevailingnew morality of 

the sixties, ‘ChristianReflections’givesa robust defence of 

the ChristianGospel.

Now, fifty years late...

9780008220884

Pub Date: 7/18/2017

$16.99 CAD
192 pages • B-format

Paperback

C. S. Lewis

‘You can only findout the rights and wrongs by Reasoning
– never by being rude about your opponent’s psychology.’

For C. S. Lewis, reason and logic are the sensibleway to

approach faith and ethics. Much of the 20th century’s ills

are caused by ill-foundedbeliefsand opinions.

Lewis’soriginal approach remainsas vital today as ever. 

He is able to take the most convolutedsubject, turn it side

on...

Compelling Reason

9780062849939

Pub Date: 8/7/2018

$28.50 CAD

208 pages •Hardcover

C. S. Lewis

The most famous adherent and defender of Christianity in

the twentieth century, C. S. Lewis has long influencedour

perceptionsand understandingof the faith.More than fifty

years after his death, Lewis’sarguments remain

extraordinarily persuasivebecause they originate from his

deep insights into the Christian life itself.Only an

intellectual of such profound faith could form such cogent

and ...

How to Be a Christian

9780062847133

Pub Date: 6/5/2018

$28.50 CAD

176 pages •Hardcover

C. S. Lewis

C. S. Lewis’s insightson Christianity and his reflectionson

Christian life continue to guide us more than fifty years

after his death. How to Pray showcasesLewis’senduring

wisdomon prayer and its place in our daily lives.

Cultivated from his many essays, articles, and letters, as

well as his classicworks, How to Pray provides practical 

wisdom and instruction to help readers nurture their spir...

How to Pray

9780062643568

Pub Date: 2/14/2017

$24.99 CAD

688 pages • Paperback

C. S. Lewis

Letters of C. S. Lewis reveals the most intimatebeliefs of 

the great Britishwriter, scholar, lay theologian, 

broadcaster, Christianapologist,and bestsellingauthor of 

Mere Christianity,The Screwtape Letters, The Great

Divorce,The Chroniclesof Narnia, and many other

beloved classics.Written to friends, family, and fans at

various stages in his life, from his youth to the weeks

before his de...

Letters of C. S. Lewis

9780062565471

Pub Date: 2/14/2017

Letters to Malcolm, Chieflyon Prayer

C. S. Lewis

C. S. Lewis—thegreat Britishwriter, scholar, lay

theologian,broadcaster, Christianapologist,and

bestsellingauthor of Mere Christianity,The Screwtape

Letters, The Great Divorce,The Chroniclesof Narnia, and

many other belovedclassics—shareshis understandingof 

the role of prayer in our livesand the ways we might

better imagineour relationshipwithGod. Composedas a

collectionof fictit...

9780061350214

Pub Date: 10/23/2012

$17.50 CAD

176 pages • Paperback

$43.50 CAD

352 pages •Hardcover

Mere ChristianityGift Edition

C. S. Lewis

Mere Christianity is the most popular of C.S. Lewis’sworks

of nonfiction,with severalmillion copiessoldworldwide.

This sixtiethanniversary editionprovides a beautiful new

setting (includinga new cover, ribbon marker, stunning

illustrationsand an exclusivenew foreword) for Lewis’s

legendary broadcast talks of the war years, talks in which

he set out simply to “explain and defend the belie...



9780060727659

Pub Date: 6/29/2004

$24.99 CAD

160 pages •Hardcover

Mere ChristianityJournal

C. S. Lewis

The Mere Christianity Journal is a celebrationof one of 

Lewis’smost popular and influentialworks. By serving as

a thoughtful guide to further meditationon the central 

issuesLewis raises, this proposed journal provides Lewis’s

readers with a guide for deeper reflection. Features

includea gorgeous faux leather bound book, an elegant

and classic interiordesign,ample quotes from Mere

Christian...

9780060575625

Pub Date: 10/7/2003

$31.00 CAD
432 pages • Trade

Paperback

Mere ChristianityLP

C. S. Lewis

This thoughtful and moving collection is comprisedof daily

selections culled from The Signature Classics, The Weight

of Glory and The Abolitionof Man. Engagingbiographical 

details on Lewis’s life interspersed throughout offer readers

a more intimate look at the author in the context of his

writings.

9780062643681

Pub Date: 2/14/2017

$18.50 CAD

272 pages • Paperback

C. S. Lewis

C. S. Lewis—thegreat Britishwriter, scholar, lay

theologian,broadcaster, Christianapologist,and author of 

Mere Christianity,The Screwtape Letters,The Great

Divorce, the Chroniclesof Narnia, and many other

beloved classics—wasalsoa talentedpoet. In this

collectionof four longer works of verse, Lewisdisplays his

deep love for medieval and Renaissancepoetry and

themes, influences that s...

Narrative Poems

9780062643544

Pub Date: 2/14/2017

$17.50 CAD

256 pages • Paperback

C. S. Lewis

C. S. Lewis—thegreat Britishwriter, scholar, lay

theologian,broadcaster, Christianapologist,and

bestsellingauthor of Mere Christianity,The Screwtape

Letters, The Great Divorce,The Chroniclesof Narnia, and

many other belovedclassics—presentsa well-reasoned

case for the importanceof story and wonder, elements

often ignored by criticsof his time.He alsodiscusseshis

favorite kinds of s...

Of Other Worlds

9780062643605

Pub Date: 2/14/2017

$17.50 CAD

272 pages • Paperback

C. S. Lewis

C. S. Lewis—thegreat Britishwriter, scholar, lay

theologian,broadcaster, Christianapologist,and

bestsellingauthor of Mere Christianity,The Screwtape

Letters, The Great Divorce,The Chroniclesof Narnia, and

many other belovedclassics—wasa professor of literature

at Oxford University,where he was known for his

insightful and often witty presentationson the nature of 

stories.This collect...

On Stories

9780062643520

Pub Date: 2/14/2017

$17.50 CAD

240 pages • Paperback

C. S. Lewis

Known for his fiction and philosophical nonfiction, C.S. 

Lewis—thegreat Britishwriter, scholar, lay theologian, 

broadcaster, Christianapologist,and bestsellingauthor of 

Mere Christianity,The Screwtape Letters, The Great

Divorce,The Chroniclesof Narnia, and many other

beloved classics—wasalsoan accomplishedpoet. In

Poems, Lewis dives deep into a wide range of subjects—

from God to nature...

Poems

9780062641649

Pub Date: 2/14/2017

Preparing for Easter

C. S. Lewis

Preparing for Easter is a concise,handy companion for the

faithful of all Christian traditionsand the curious to help

them deepen their knowledge and considerationof this

holy season—a timeof reflectionas we consider Jesus’s

sacrificeand his joyous rise from the dead.

Carefully curated, each selection in Preparing for Easter

draws on a major theme in Lewis’swritingson the

9780062643599

Pub Date: 2/14/2017

$21.99 CAD

224 pages •Hardcover

$15.99 CAD

160 pages • Paperback
Christian life, as...

Dem...

Present Concerns

C. S. Lewis

C. S. Lewis—thegreat Britishwriter, scholar, lay

theologian,broadcaster, Christianapologist,and

bestsellingauthor of Mere Christianity,The Screwtape

Letters, The Great Divorce,The Chroniclesof Narnia, and

many other belovedclassics—wasone of the foremost

religiousphilosophersof the twentieth century; a thinker

whose far-reaching influenceon Christianity continues to

be felt today.



9780062565488

Pub Date: 2/14/2017

$17.50 CAD

192 pages • Paperback

Reflections on the Psalms

C. S. Lewis

In this wise and enlighteningbook, C. S. Lewis—thegreat

British writer, scholar, lay theologian,broadcaster, Christian

apologist, and bestsellingauthor of Mere Christianity,The

Screwtape Letters,The Great Divorce,The Chroniclesof 

Narnia, and many other belovedclassics—examines the

Psalms. AsLewisdivines the meaningbehind these

timelesspoetic verses, he makes clear their significance i... 9780062023179

Pub Date: 10/8/2013

$35.99 CAD

272 pages •Hardcover

Screwtape Letters: Annotated Edition,The

C. S. Lewis

First published in 1942, The Screwtape Letters has sold

millionsof copiesworldwideand is recognizedas a

milestone in the history of popular theology. A

masterpieceof satire, it entertains readers with its sly and

ironicportrayal of human life and foibles from the vantage

point of Screwtape, a highly placedassistant to “Our

Father Below.”At once wildly comic, deadly serious, and

strikingly ...

9780008192532

Pub Date: 3/28/2017

$11.99 CAD
128 pages • B-format

Paperback

C. S. Lewis

The only official sequel, penned by Lewis himself, to the

ever-popular ‘Screwtape Letters’ – publishedalongside

other short essays.

One of the most popular books ever to come from the

pen of C.S. Lewis was written in the name of Screwtape, 

a senior devil, experienced in the art of luringhis ‘patients’

on earth to their own damnation in service of ‘our father

below’ – and training others to do the...

Screwtape Proposes a Toast

9780062643612

Pub Date: 2/14/2017

$13.50 CAD

112 pages • Paperback

C. S. Lewis

In 1919, C. S. Lewis—thegreat Britishwriter, scholar, lay

theologian,broadcaster, Christian apologist, and

bestsellingauthor of Mere Christianity,The Screwtape

Letters, The Great Divorce,The Chroniclesof Narnia, and

many other belovedclassics—publishedhis first book, 

Spirits in Bondage under the pseudonym CliveHamilton. 

Written when Lewis was a student at Oxford and during

the war when h...

Spirits in Bondage

9780062565433

Pub Date: 2/14/2017

$21.00 CAD

304 pages • Paperback

C. S. Lewis

C. S. Lewis—thegreat Britishwriter, scholar, lay

theologian,broadcaster, Christianapologist,and bestselling

author of Mere Christianity,The Screwtape Letters, The

Great Divorce,The Chroniclesof Narnia, and many other

beloved classics—takesreaders on a spiritual journey

through hisearly life and eventual embrace of the

Christian faith. Lewisbegins with his childhood in Belfast, 

surveys h...

Surprised by Joy

9780062643575

Pub Date: 2/14/2017

$21.99 CAD

432 pages • Paperback

C. S. Lewis

C. S. Lewis, author of Mere Christianity,The Screwtape

Letters, The Great Divorce,The Chroniclesof Narnia, and

many other belovedclassics, considershumankind’s

spiritual journey in this collectionof wise,meditative

excerpts and writings.

In these daily reflections, the great Britishwriter, scholar, 

lay theologian,broadcaster, and Christianapologist, 

explores a range of connected themes, i...

The Businessof Heaven

9780062643537

Pub Date: 2/14/2017

The Dark Tower

C. S. Lewis

From C.S. Lewis—thegreat Britishwriter, scholar, lay

theologian,broadcaster, Christian apologist, and author of 

Mere Christianity,The Screwtape Letters, The Great

Divorce,The Chroniclesof Narnia, and many other

beloved classics—comesa collectionof his dazzling short

fiction.

This collectionof futuristic fiction includesa breathtaking

9780062565396

Pub Date: 2/14/2017

$17.50 CAD

240 pages • Paperback

$18.50 CAD

192 pages • Paperback
science fictionstory writtenearly in his career in wh...

The Four Loves

C. S. Lewis

C.S. Lewis—thegreat Britishwriter, scholar, lay theologian, 

broadcaster, Christianapologist, and bestsellingauthor of 

Mere Christianity,The Screwtape Letters,The Great

Divorce,The Chroniclesof Narnia, and many other

beloved classics—contemplates the essence of love and

how it works in our daily lives in one of his most famous

works of nonfiction.Lewisexamines four varietiesof 

human love...



9780061774195

Pub Date: 3/3/2009

$29.99 CAD

160 pages •Hardcover

The Great Divorce

C. S. Lewis

In The Great DivorceC.S. Lewis again employshis

formidable talent for fableand allegory.The writer, in a

dream, findshimself in a bus which travelsbetween Hell 

and Heaven. This is the startingpoint for an extraordinary

meditationupon good and evil which takes issuewith

William Blake’sThe Marriage of Heaven and Hell. In

Lewis’sown words, ‘If we insist on keepingHell (or even

earth) we s...

9780062565624

Pub Date: 2/14/2017

$18.50 CAD

192 pages • Paperback

The Personal Heresy

C. S. Lewis, E.M.W. Tillyard

C. S. Lewis—thegreat Britishwriter, scholar, lay

theologian,broadcaster, Christianapologist,and

bestsellingauthor of Mere Christianity,The Screwtape

Letters, The Great Divorce,The Chroniclesof Narnia, and

many other belovedclassics—challenges fellow scholarE.

M. W. Tillyard on one of the most intriguing questions

involving writers and writing. Is a work of imaginative

literatureprimari...

9780008254582

Pub Date: 7/3/2018

$17.99 CAD
256 pages • B-format

Paperback

C. S. Lewis

One of C. S. Lewis’works of fiction,or more specifically

allegory, this book is clearlymodelledupon Bunyan’s

Pilgrim’sProgress, as Lewis cleverly satirizesdifferent

sectionsof the Church.

Written withina year of Lewis’ conversion, it characterises

the various theological and temperamental leaningsof the

time.This brilliant and bitingallegoryhas lostnone of its

freshnessand theological...

The Pilgrim’sRegress

9780062849977

Pub Date: 10/15/2019

$24.99 CAD

192 pages •Hardcover

C. S. Lewis

More than fifty years after his death revered intellectual 

and teacher C. S. Lewis continues to speak to readers

thanks to not only his intellectual insightson Christianity

but alsohiswondrous creativeworks and deep reflections

on the literature that influencedhis life. Beloved forhis

instructivenovels includingThe Screwtape Letters, The

Great Divorce,and The Chroniclesof Narnia as well ...

The ReadingLife

9780007528417

Pub Date: 11/5/2013

$29.99 CAD

728 pages •Hardcover

C. S. Lewis

This strikingone-volumeeditionmarks the 75th

anniversary of Lewis'sclassicSF trilogy featuring the

adventures of Dr Ransom on Mars, Venus and Earth. It

includesan exclusiveForeword compiled from letters by

J.R.R.Tolkien,who inspiredLewis to write the first volume.

The Space Trilogy is a remarkable work of fantasy, 

demonstrating the powerful imaginationof C.S..Lewis. 

This new one-volume ...

The Space Trilogy

9780062643513

Pub Date: 2/14/2017

$15.99 CAD

128 pages • Paperback

C. S. Lewis

In these spiritedessays, C. S. Lewis—thegreat British

writer, scholar, lay theologian,broadcaster, Christian

apologist, and bestsellingauthor of Mere Christianity,The

Screwtape Letters,The Great Divorce,The Chroniclesof 

Narnia, and many other belovedclassics—discussesevil in

the world.Blending irony, humor, and paradox, he tackles

religion’smost difficult and intriguingquestions regar...

The World's Last Night

9780062565419

Pub Date: 2/14/2017

TillWe Have Faces

C. S. Lewis

C. S. Lewis—thegreat Britishwriter, scholar, lay

theologian,broadcaster, Christianapologist,and

bestsellingauthor of Mere Christianity,The Screwtape

Letters, The Great Divorce, The Chroniclesof Narnia, and

many other belovedclassics—brilliantly reimagines the

story of Cupid and Psyche. Told from the viewpoint of 

Psyche’s sister,Orual,TillWe Have Faces is a brilliant

examinationof envy...

9780060761530

Pub Date: 2/22/2005

$21.00 CAD

368 pages • Paperback

$13.50 CAD

112 pages •Hardcover

sectionof Mere Christianity, the select...

What ChristiansBelieve

C. S. Lewis

The EssentialsExplained

Master storyteller and essayist C. S. Lewis here tackles the

central questionsof the Christian faith: Whowas Jesus?

What didhe accomplish?What does it mean for me?

In these classic essays, which began as talks on the BBC

during World War II, Lewis creatively and simply explains

the basic tenets of Christianity. Taken from the core



9780061209123

Pub Date: 4/17/2007

$28.50 CAD

336 pages •Hardcover

Words to Live By

C. S. Lewis

This book showcases the amazing lucidity and precisionof
C. S. Lewis’s thoughts and writings.The perfect gift for

any C. S. Lewis fan, The C. S. LewisDictionary can be

used as a reference or read straight through as a unique

collection, and includesentries on such important terms

as: prayer, love, faith, virtue, greed, lust, church, the

Trinity, creeds, doctrine,hell,heaven, miracles, suffer... 9780061240591

Pub Date: 4/1/2008

$31.00 CAD

400 pages •Hardcover

Yours, Jack

C. S. Lewis

C. S. Lewisspent a good portion of each day

correspondingwithpeople via handwritten letters.Over

his lifetimehe wrote thousands of letters in whichhe

offered his friends and acquaintancesadvice on the

Christian life, givingaway a bit of himself to each of these

correspondents as he signedhis notes with a heartfelt and

familiar, "yours, Jack." Most of these lettersare currently

only avail...

9780062572547

Pub Date: 2/14/2017

$49.99 CAD

864 pages • Paperback

C. S. Lewis

Brought together in one volume,here are the signature

spiritualworks of one of the most celebrated literary

figuresof our time.

This magnificent compendium includes:

Mere Christianity

The Screwtape Letters

The Great Divorce

The Problem of Pain

Miracles

A Grief Observed

Abolitionof Man

The C. S. LewisSignature Classics

9780062572561

Pub Date: 2/14/2017

$93.99 CAD

960 pages • Paperback

The C. S. LewisSignature Classics (8-Volume

Box Set)

C. S. Lewis

Boxed together for the first time,here are the signature

spiritualworks of one of the most celebrated literary

figuresof our time.

Perfect for gift-giving,The C. S. Lewis Signature Classics

(8-VolumeBox Set) contains:

Mere Christianity

The Screwtape Letters

The Great Divorce

The Problem of Pain

9780062572554

Pub Date: 2/14/2017

$81.99 CAD

864 pages •Hardcover

C. S. Lewis

Brought together in one volume,here are the signature

spiritualworks of one of the most celebrated literary

figuresof our time.

Completewith a cloth ribbon bookmark, this magnificent

compendium, ideal for gift giving, includes:

Mere Christianity

The Screwtape Letters

The Great Divorce

The Problem of Pain

The C. S. LewisSignature Classics (Gift

Edition)

9780062326980

Pub Date: 11/19/2013

$11.99 CAD

AudioCD

C. S. Lewis, Patrick Stewart

In the conclusion of the saga that began with The

Magician'sNephew, a falseAslan is roamingNarnia, 

commandingeveryone to work for the cruel Calormenes. 

Can Eustace and Jill find the true Aslanand restore peace

to the land? The last battle is the greatest of all and the

final strugglebetween good and evil.

The Last Battle CD

9780062314604

Pub Date: 11/19/2013

Prince Caspian CD

C. S. Lewis, Lynn Redgrave

Troubled timeshave come to Narnia as it is grippedby

civilwar. Prince Caspian is forced to blow the Great Horn

of Narnia, summoning the help of past heroes Peter, 

Susan, Edmund and Lucy. Now they must overthrow

Caspian'suncle, KingMiraz, to restore peace to Narnia.

9780062314574

Pub Date: 11/19/2013

$12.50 CAD

AudioCD

$12.50 CAD

AudioCD

The Horse and His Boy CD

C. S. Lewis,Alex Jennings

Shasta escapes from the landof Calormenwith a Narnian

warhorse, Bree. Alongwith Aravis and her horse Hwin, 

they uncover a Calormeneplot to conquer Narnia and

must finda way to save Narnia and itspeople.



9780062314598

Pub Date: 11/19/2013

$12.50 CAD

AudioCD

The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe CD

C. S. Lewis,MichaelYork

Peter, Susan, Edmund, and Lucy find their way through

an oldwardrobe into the world of Narnia. There, they

unite with Aslan to fight the WhiteWitch and save Narnia

from perpetual winter.

9780062326997

Pub Date: 11/19/2013

$12.50 CAD

AudioCD

The Magician'sNephew CD

C. S. Lewis,Kenneth Branagh

Digoryand Polly discover a secret passage that links their

houses and are tricked into vanishingout of thisworld. In

a strange new land, they witness the creationof Narnia as

it is sung into beingby the Great Lion, Aslan.

9780062314611

Pub Date: 11/19/2013

$12.50 CAD

AudioCD

C. S. Lewis, Jeremy Northam

Deep underground, a web of evil magic holds a prince in

captivity.

Narnia . . . where owls speak, where evilweaves a spell . .

. where sorcery enslaves the land.

Narnia is in peril, and only Eustace and Jill can help. Along

with Puddleglum, a gloomy but valiant Marsh-wiggle, they

are sent by the mighty lion Aslan to find Prince Rilian, heir

to the throne. Their quest leads them past hungry

people-e...

The Silver ChairCD

9780062327000

Pub Date: 11/19/2013

$12.50 CAD

AudioCD

C. S. Lewis,Derek Jacobi

The Dawn Treader is the first shipNarnia has seen in

centuries.KingCaspianhas built it for his voyage to find

the seven lords,good men whom his evil uncleMiraz

banishedwhen he usurped the throne. The journey takes

Edmund, Lucy, their cousinEustace and Caspian to the

Eastern Islands,beyond the SilverSea, to adventures

great and small and toward Aslan’s country at the very

End of the World...

Voyage of theDawn Treader CD

9780060572952

Pub Date: 11/25/2003

$27.00 CAD

AudioCD

C. S. Lewis,Robert Whitfield

In The Great Divorce C.S. Lewis again employs his

formidable talent for fableand allegory.The writer, in a

dream, boards a bus on a drizzly afternoon and embarks

on an incredible voyage through Heaven and Hell.He

meets a host of supernatural beings far removed from his

expectationsand comes to significant realizationsabout

the ultimate consequencesof everyday behavior. This is

the startingp...

The Great Divorce CD

9780060572631

Pub Date: 11/25/2003

$36.99 CAD

AudioCD

C. S. Lewis,Geoffrey Howard

Mere Christianity is the most popular of C.S. Lewis’sworks

of nonfiction,with severalmillion copiessoldworld-wide. 

Heard first as radio addressesand then publishedas three

separate books—The Case for Christianity, Christian

Behavior and Beyond Personality—thisbook brings

together Lewis’s legendary broadcast talks of the war

years, talks in whichhe set out simply to “explain and

defend the...

Mere ChristianityCD

9780060093662

Pub Date: 10/8/2002

The ScrewtapeLetters CD

C. S. Lewis, JossAckland

A masterpieceof satire, this classichas entertainedand

enlightenedreaders the worldover with its sly and ironic

portrayal of human life from the vantage point of 

Screwtape, a highly placedassistant to "Our Father

Below." At once wildly comic, deadly serious, and strikingly

original,C. S. Lewis gives us the correspondence of the

worldly-wiseolddevil to his nephew Wormwood, a novice

demon ...

9780060793333

Pub Date: 6/14/2005
Four adventurous siblings—Peter,Susan, Edmund, and

Lucy Pevensie— step th...
$36.99 CAD

AudioCD

$42.50 CAD

AudioCD

C. S. Lewis,MichaelYork

A 4-CD unabridgedaudiobook of The Lion, the Witch and

the Wardrobe, book two in the classic fantasy series,The

Chroniclesof Narnia. Narrated by renowned actor Michael 

York, you can alsoput the CDs in your computer to view a

gallery of classic full-color illustrationsby the original 

illustratorof Narnia, PaulineBaynes.

The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe Adult

CD



9780060825782

Pub Date: 10/4/2005

$74.99 CAD

AudioCD

The C. S. LewisSignature Classics Audio

Collection

C. S. Lewis,Various

The Problem of Pain:Why must humanity suffer? In this

elegant and thoughtful work, C.S. Lewis questions the

pain and suffering that occur everyday and how this

contrasts with the notionof a God that is both omnipotent

and good—the answer to this critical theological problem is

within these pages.

Mere Christianity:Uncovers common ground upon which

all those who have Christian faith can stand tog...

9780694524754

Pub Date: 10/26/2004

$92.00 CAD

AudioCD

The Chroniclesof Narnia CD Box Set

C. S. Lewis, Kenneth Branagh, Alex Jennings, Michael

York, Lynn Redgrave, Derek Jacobi, Jeremy Northam,

PatrickStewart

Listen to all seven stories in C. S. Lewis's classic fantasy

seriesThe Chroniclesof Narnia in this unabridged31-CD

collection, read by some of the world'smost renowned

performers:

The Magician'sNephew narrated by Kenneth

Branagh The

Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe narrated by

MichaelYork The

Horse and His Boy narrated by Alex Jennings

9780062404534

Pub Date: 10/18/2016

$24.99 CAD

128 pages •Hardcover

E. Nesbit,Antonio Javier Caparo

A beautifully illustratedcollectionof E. Nesbit’sprose

retellingsof seven Shakespeare plays.The book also

includesextensive support materials, includinga

biographyof the Bard himself, a timelineof his life, and

further recommendedreadings.Childrenwill love this mix

of tragedies and comedies,and the accessible language

makes it easier for them to understand.

In this volume,you will fin...

Shakespeare Retold

9780008179472

Pub Date: 2/21/2017

$9.99 CAD
56 pages • Trade

Paperback

Jon Mayhew

Get acquaintedwith Shakespeare’s classic tale of greed

and revenge, in this light-heartedand amusing retelling. 

Bassanio is overjoyed when he finally gets to marry Portia. 

But, his happiness is short-livedwhen he is forced to

defend his dear friendAntonia,who’s in trouble with an old

merchant– intent on gettinghispound of flesh.

Sapphire/Band 16books offer longer reads to develop

children...

The Merchant of Venice

9780008400484

Pub Date: 10/31/2020

$6.50 CAD
368 pages • A-format

Paperback

William Shakespeare, Peter Alexander, Lucy Toop

Exam board: AQA, Edexcel, Eduqas, WJEC Level

& Subject: A Level EnglishLiterature First

teaching:September 2015 First

examination: June 2017

This editionof Hamlet is perfect for A-level students,with

the completeplay in an accessible format, on-page notes, 

introductionsetting the context, timeline, character and

theme indexes.

• Affordablehigh quality completeplay for Hamlet

•Demystify vocabula...

CollinsClassroom Classics–Hamlet

9780008400477

Pub Date: 10/31/2020

$6.50 CAD
352 pages • A-format

Paperback

William Shakespeare, Peter Alexander,Maria Cairney

Exam board: AQA B, Edexcel, Eduqas, Cambridge

Assessment InternationalEducation Level

& Subject: AS and A levelEnglishLiterature First

teaching:September 2015; September 2019 First

examination: June 2017; June 2021/2/3

This editionof King Lear isperfect for A-level students, 

with the completeplay in an accessible format, on-page

notes, introduction setting the context, timeline, character

and t...

CollinsClassroom Classics–King Lear

9780008400460

Pub Date: 10/31/2020

$6.50 CAD

336 pages • A-format

CollinsClassroom Classics–Othello

William Shakespeare,Gareth Calway, Peter Alexander

Exam board: AQA & Edexcel (A Level) , WJEC& Eduqas

(GCSE)

Level & Subject: A Level,GCSE 9-1 EnglishLiterature

First teaching:September 2015 First

examination: June 2017

This edition of Othello is perfect for A-level and GCSE 9-1

students, with the complete play in an accessible format,

on-page notes, introduction setting the context, timeline,

character and theme indexes.

9781474948111

Pub Date: 3/30/2020

$15.95 CAD

112 pages • Trade
• Affordablehigh quality ... PaperbackPaperback

Hamlet Graphic Novel

Russell Punter, ValentinoForlini

When Hamlet receivesa visitation from the ghost of his

late father, he uncovers a plot that will leadhim on a

journey of vengeance and self destruction.Shakespeare's

timelessplay is retoldwith easy to follow text. The comic

strip format provides an accessible introduction to the

works of Shakespeare. ValentinoForlini's colourful, 

dynamic illustrationsbring the story to life for young

reader...



9781474948128

Pub Date: 10/13/2020

$15.95 CAD
104 pages • Trade

Paperback

Macbeth

Russell Punter, MassimilianoLongo

When three witches tell Scottishwarrior Macbeth that he

is destined to be king, it sparks off a seriesof tragic

events. Spurred on by hisambitiouswife,Macbeth is

determined to fulfil hisdestiny,whatever the cost.

Shakespeare’s tale of ruthlessambition is retoldwith

simplified text. The comicstrip format provides an

accessible introduction to the works of Shakespeare. A

map, together with...

9781474942430

Pub Date: 1/14/2019

$9.95 CAD
48 pages • Trade

Paperback

EnglishReaders Level 3: Romeo And Juliet

MairiMackinnon, William Shakespeare

It's the most famous love story in the world.Romeo and

Juliet's familieshate each other, but when the two youg

people fall in love, can they bring the families together and

be happy? Usborne EnglishReaders series is a new range

of graded readers in simplifiedEnglish for younger

learners. They includeactivitiesglossariesand a full audio

recordingof the text in both BritishEnglishand Ameri...

9780062652744

Pub Date: 12/11/2018

$21.99 CAD

40 pages •Hardcover

Mo O'Hara, Andrew Joyner

From the hilarious brain of Mo O’Hara comes a clever yet

accessible retelling of the classic tale Romeo and Juliet in

picture book format.

Reimaginedas dinosaurs,Romeo and Juliet are now

Romeosaurusand JulietRex. Very much like in

Shakespeare’s version, the two youngsters get along

great when they meet. But unlike in the originalplay, the

problem here is that no one will be shocked if JulietR...

Romeosaurus and Juliet Rex

9781409550082

Pub Date: 5/19/2016

$11.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

HISTORICALSTICKERDOLLY DRESSING

TUDOR FASHION

EMILY BONE

Discover the extravagant fashionsworn over fivehundred

years ago in thishistorically accurate Sticker Dolly

Dressing title.Use the stickers to dress the dolls in their

outfits, from sumptuous gowns worn by English courtiers

in a Tudor palace,wealthyVenetians and Spanish nobles, 

to dressing for a huntingparty, a family at home and a

Shakespeare productionat the Globe Theatre in London. 

Fasc...

9781409582090

Pub Date: 8/17/2016

$17.95 CAD
16 pages • Trade

Paperback

Rob Lloyd Jones, Barry Ablett

See inside the life and timesof Shakespeare with this

wonderful informativebook.

SEEINSIDE WORLD OF SHAKESPEARE

9780062419255

Pub Date: 10/27/2015

$9.99 CAD

48 pages • Paperback

DianeStanley, Peter Vennema

Nobody knows exactlywhen or why William Shakespeare

left hisboyhood home of Stratford-on-Avon for the great

city of London, but it didn’t take long for him to make a

name for himself.His plays are now performed almost

every day in just about every part of the world; even

people who’ve never seen them use words and phrases

he introduced into the English language.How did a man

from an unremarkab...

Bard of Avon: TheStory of William

Shakespeare

9781474929004

Pub Date: 3/29/2017

$11.95 CAD

24 pages • Trade

STICKERSHAKESPEARE

RACHELFIRTH

A brilliant introduction to the most famous characters from

Shakespeare's plays and a must-have for all Sticker

Dressing/StickerDolly Dressing fans. Thisnew editionof 

StickerDressingShakespeare, ISBN 9781409564270

hsas reusable stickersand a fold-outback page for parking

and arranging stickers.Dress the actors with the 200+

stickers included, to get them ready for their stage

appearances i...

9781409599845

Pub Date: 1/8/2016

$14.95 CAD

Hardcover

Paperback

WORLD OF SHAKESPEAREPICTUREBOOK

RosieDickins,GaliaBernstein

Explore the life and timesof one of the greatest writers the

worldhas ever seen in this wonderful, interactive

introduction to his works. See where Shakespeare lived, 

how he worked and discover the plays he wrote, including

A MidsummerNight's Dream,Hamlet,Macbeth, Romeo

and Juliet and more. Also includesa timeline, a complete

list of works and even a section to practiseShakespearean

insults...



9781409596479

Pub Date: 2/5/2016

$12.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

SHAKESPEARESTICKERBOOK

Rob Lloyd Jones, PaulNicholls

Paul Nicholl's fun artwork brings to lifeShakespeare's

plays and world.A great introduction to Shakespeare's life

and timesand the themes of his plays.

9781409598770

Pub Date: 12/5/2016

$32.95 CAD

544 pages •Hardcover

COMPLETE SHAKESPEARE

Maria Surducan

Discoveror rediscover the fantastic stories from

Shakespeare plays with this completebook! In this

beautifully-illustratedbook you will find the thirty-seven

plays that Shakespeare wrote, retold for children from 8 to

88! You willbe pleasedwith re-reading the all-time

favorites (Romeoand Juliet, MidsummerNight's Dream or

Hamlet)but alsowith discovering the lesswell-known

stories.

9781474957373

Pub Date: 3/4/2019

$22.95 CAD
128 pages • Trade

Paperback

Sam Taplin

A luxuriousnew treasury of poetry for older children, 

featuringa selectionof work from classic and modern

poets includingShakespeare, Byron, Ted Hughes and

Wendy Cope, alongsideall new original poetry by Sam

Taplin.The poems cover many different themes and

moods, and are chosen to show childrenhow inspiring, 

powerful and magical poetry can be. Gorgeously

illustratedby KristinaSwarner. Pap...

Book of Poetry

9781474916172

Pub Date: 11/2/2016

$44.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

SLOT TOGETHERTHEATRE

ANNA MILBOURNE

Slot the differentpieces together in order to buildyour

own theatre. Characters and six sets of scenery are

provided to recreate scenes from a play (Shakespeare's 'A

MidsummerNight's Dream'and a ballet ('The

Nutcracker').An accompanyingbook not only provides

construction instructionsbut gives a synopsisof the works

and lines to speak, so that childrencan reconstruct their

own scenes.QR c...

9780062458544

Pub Date: 2/21/2017

$21.99 CAD

192 pages •Hardcover

PamelaL. Laskin

Ronit, an Israeli girl, liveson one side of the barrier fence. 

Jamil,a Palestinianboy, liveson the other side.Onlymiles

apart but separated by generationsof conflict—much

more than just the concrete blockade between them.

Their fathers, however, work in a distrustingbut mutually

beneficial businessarrangement, a relationship that brings

Ronit and Jamil together. And lightningstrikes.The...

Ronit& Jamil

9780008182588

Pub Date: 5/24/2016

$9.99 CAD
272 pages • B-format

Paperback

William Shakespeare

HarperCollins is proud to present its new range of 

best-loved,essential classics.

'Stars, hide your fires; Let

not light see my black and deep desires.'

Fresh from victory on the battlefield, the celebrated

general and nobleman Macbeth receivesa prophecy from

three witches that he will one day become king of 

Scotland.Drivenby his own ambition and that of his

power-hungry wife, he murders KingDun...

CollinsClassics–Macbeth

9780008363604

Pub Date: 1/7/2020

$5.99 CAD

240 pages • Trade

Macbeth

William Shakespeare,Noel Cassidy,Mike Gould

The completeplay in an accessible format, on-page notes, 

introductionsetting the context, timeline, character and

theme indexes. Set the scene with perfectly pitched

introductions that introducekey contexts, concerns and

stylistic features, and examine differentperformancesand

interpretations.
9780008363611

Pub Date: 1/7/2020

$5.99 CAD

288 pages • Trade

Paperback Paperback

Romeo and Juliet

William Shakespeare,Mark Roberts, Mike Gould

The completeplay in an accessible format, on-page notes, 

introductionsetting the context, timeline, character and

theme indexes. Set the scene with perfectly pitched

introductions that introducekey contexts, concerns and

stylistic features, and examine differentperformancesand

interpretations.



9780008363642

Pub Date: 2/25/2020

$5.99 CAD
240 pages • Trade

Paperback

Twelfth Night

William Shakespeare, Peter Alexander,Noel Cassidy

The completeplay in an accessible format, on-page notes, 

introductionsetting the context, timeline, character and

theme indexes. Set the scene with perfectly pitched

introductions that introducekey contexts, concerns and

stylistic features, and examine differentperformancesand

interpretations.
9780008363628

Pub Date: 2/25/2020

$5.99 CAD
256 pages • Trade

Paperback

Much Ado AboutNothing

William Shakespeare,Maria Cairney,Mike Gould

The completeplay in an accessible format, on-page notes, 

introductionsetting the context, timeline, character and

theme indexes. Set the scene with perfectly pitched

introductions that introducekey contexts, concerns and

stylistic features, and examine differentperformancesand

interpretations.

9780008363659

Pub Date: 2/25/2020

$5.99 CAD
208 pages • Trade

Paperback

William Shakespeare, Peter Alexander, Lucy Toop, Mike

Gould

The completeplay in an accessible format, on-page notes, 

introductionsetting the context, timeline, character and

theme indexes. Set the scene with perfectly pitched

introductions that introducekey contexts, concerns and

stylistic features, and examine differentperformancesand

interpretations.

The Tempest

9780008363635

Pub Date: 4/14/2020

$5.99 CAD
240 pages • Trade

Paperback

William Shakespeare, Peter Alexander

The completeplay in an accessible format, on-page notes, 

introductionsetting the context, timeline, character and

theme indexes. Set the scene with perfectly pitched

introductions that introducekey contexts, concerns and

stylistic features, and examine differentperformancesand

interpretations.

The Merchant of Venice

9780008146214

Pub Date: 4/25/2017

$18.99 CAD
320 pages • B-format

Paperback

Edward Wilson-Lee

Investigating the literary culture of the early

interaction between European countries and East

Africa, Edward Wilson-Lee uncovers an

extraordinary sequence of stories in which

explorers, railway labourers, decadent émigrés, 

freedom fighters, and pioneering African leaders

made Shakespeare their own in this alien land.

Exploring the unexpected history of Shakespeare’sglobal 

legacy,Shakespeare in ...

Shakespeare in Swahililand

9780062469892

Pub Date: 4/4/2017

$31.00 CAD

208 pages •Hardcover

Gerit Quealy, SumieHasegawa Collins,Helen Mirren

In this strikingcompilation,Shakespeare historianGerit

Quealy and respected Japanese artistSumiéHasegawa

combine their knowledge and skill in this first and only

book that examinesevery plant that appears in the works

of Shakespeare.

Botanical Shakespeare opens with a brief look at the

Bard’s relationship to the plants mentioned in his

works—a diversity that illuminateshis knowledge of the

s...

BotanicalShakespeare

9780062344427

Pub Date: 7/15/2014

$19.99 CAD

Doctor Who: The Shakespeare Notebooks

JustinRichards

Sincehis first adventure in 1963, the Doctor has enjoyed

many encounters with William Shakespeare.Now, BBC

Books has rediscoverednotebooks, long thought lost, 

compiledby the Bard in whichhe divulges the influential 

role the Doctor played in his creative life.Here are the

originalnotes for Hamlet, includinga very different

appearance by the ghost; early versionsof great lines (“To

reverse ...

9780008175375

Pub Date: 5/31/2016

$9.99 CAD

224 pages •Hardcover 128 pages • Trade

Paperback

CollinsUK

A carefully-selectedcollection of themed quotations to

honor Shakespeare's legacy to the world in the 400th

anniversary of the death of the most famous writer of all 

time.No one will ever say it better. This little book contains

the best quotations from the works of Shakespeare, 

gathered into sections that cover love and sex, money, 

work, reflectionson life,appearance and reality, hopes and

fe...

CollinsLittle Books–Little Book of

Shakespeare



9780062564627

Pub Date: 4/26/2016

$19.99 CAD

224 pages • Paperback

Shakespeare

BillBryson

William Shakespeare, the most celebratedpoet in the

English language, left behindnearly a millionwords of 

text, but his biographyhas longbeen a thicketof wild

supposition arranged around scant facts.Witha steady

hand and his trademark wit,Bill Bryson sorts through this

colorfulmuddle to reveal the man himself.His

Shakespeare is likeno one else’s—thebeneficiary of 

Bryson’s genial natur...

9780062378729

Pub Date: 4/4/2017

$19.99 CAD

352 pages • Paperback

Sex with Shakespeare

JillianKeenan

Love. It’s timeless, sublime, tricky, sometimespainful, and

hard to understand—just likea certainEnglishplaywright

we all know. In Sex with Shakespeare, JillianKeenan tells

the story of how the Bard’s plays helped her embrace her

unusual sexual identity and finda love story of her own.

Four hundred years after Shakespeare’s death, Keenan’s

smart and passionatememoir bringsnew life to hiswo...

9780062442505

Pub Date: 11/10/2015

$24.99 CAD

160 pages •Hardcover

JamesAndrews

Witha seriesof cunningly extracted lines from his
best-lovedplays and sonnets, hilariously illustrated in a

simple, almost child-like style, James Andrews proves

once again that Shakespeare—expert on love, death, 

vanity, ambition,war, deceit, regret—is the font of all 

wisdom, including raisingchildren.

Your thirsty toddler wakes you up at 3 a.m.Shakespeare

describesyour thoughts perfectly:

Wh...

Shakespeare's Guideto Parenting

9780007557257

Pub Date: 3/3/2015

$18.99 CAD
592 pages • B-format

Paperback

John Rateliff, J.R.R Tolkien

This brand new, shorter editionof the critically acclaimed

work includesJ.R.R.Tolkien's completedraft manuscript of 

'The Hobbit', together with notes about itshistory, and is

perfect for readers of all ages wishing to know more about

how he came to writehis belovedmasterpiece.

A BriefHistory of the Hobbit presents the complete

unpublished text of the original manuscript of 

J.R.R.Tolkien's ...

A Brief History of the Hobbit

9780008131395

Pub Date: 5/24/2016

$34.99 CAD

224 pages •Hardcover

J. R. R. Tolkien,DimitraFimi,Andrew Higgins

First ever critical study of Tolkien’s little-knownessay, which

reveals how language inventionshaped the creation of

Middle-earthand beyond, to George R R Martin’sGame of

Thrones.

J.R.R.Tolkien’s linguistic inventionwas a fundamental part

of his artisticoutput, to the extent that later on in life he

attributed the existence of his mythology to the desire to

give his languagesa home and peop...

A Secret Vice

9780008131418

Pub Date: 9/29/2020

$19.99 CAD
300 pages • B-format

Paperback

J. R. R. Tolkien,DimitraFimi,Andrew Higgins

First ever critical study of Tolkien’s little-knownessay, which

reveals how language invention shaped the creation of

Middle-earthand beyond, to George R R Martin’sGame of

Thrones.

J.R.R.Tolkien’s linguistic inventionwas a fundamental part

of his artisticoutput, to the extent that later on in life he

attributed the existence of his mythology to the desire to

give his languagesa home and peop...

A Secret Vice

9780007590070

Pub Date: 7/1/2014

$135.00 CAD

Beowulf

J. R. R. Tolkien, ChristopherTolkien

The translationof Beowulf by J.R.R.Tolkien was an early

work, very distinctive in its mode, completed in1926: he

returned to it later to make hasty corrections,but seems

never to have considered its publication.

This edition is twofold, for there exists an illuminating

commentaryon the text of the poem by the translator

himself, in the written form of a seriesof lecturesgiven at

Oxford in th...

9780007590094

Pub Date: 5/2/2017

$17.99 CAD

448 pages •Hardcover 448 pages • B-format

Paperback

Beowulf

J. R. R. Tolkien, ChristopherTolkien

The translationof Beowulf by J.R.R.Tolkien was an early

work, very distinctive in its mode, completed in1926: he

returned to it later to make hasty corrections,but seems

never to have considered its publication.

This edition is twofold, for there exists an illuminating

commentaryon the text of the poem by the translator

himself, in the written form of a seriesof lecturesgiven at

Oxford in th...



9780008214197

Pub Date: 6/1/2017

$34.99 CAD

288 pages •Hardcover

Beren and Lúthien

J. R. R. Tolkien, AlanLee, ChristopherTolkien

Painstakingly restored from Tolkien’s manuscripts

and presented for the first time as a continuous

and standalone story, the epic tale of Beren and

Lúthien will reunite fans of The Hobbitand The

Lord of the Rings with Elves and Men, Dwarves

and Orcs and the rich landscape and creatures

unique to Tolkien’s Middle-earth.

The tale of Beren and Lúthien was, or became, an

essential element in the evolu...

9780008214203

Pub Date: 6/20/2017

$125.00 CAD

288 pages •Hardcover

Beren and Lúthien

J. R. R. Tolkien, AlanLee, ChristopherTolkien

Painstakingly restored from Tolkien’s manuscripts

and presented for the first time as a continuous

and standalone story, the epic tale of Beren and

Lúthien will reunite fans of The Hobbitand The

Lord of the Rings with Elves and Men, Dwarves

and Orcs and the rich landscape and creatures

unique to Tolkien’s Middle-earth.

The tale of Beren and Lúthien was, or became, an

essential element in the evolu...

9780008214227

Pub Date: 5/1/2018

$17.99 CAD
288 pages • B-format

Paperback

J. R. R. Tolkien, AlanLee, ChristopherTolkien

Painstakingly restored from Tolkien’s manuscripts

and presented for the first time as a continuous

and standalone story, the epic tale of Beren and

Lúthien will reunite fans of The Hobbitand The

Lord of the Rings with Elves and Men, Dwarves

and Orcs and the rich landscape and creatures

unique to Tolkien’s Middle-earth.

The tale of Beren and Lúthien was, or became, an

essential element in the evolu...

Beren and Lúthien

9780008387754

Pub Date: 6/23/2020

$60.00 CAD

1600 pages • Paperback

J. R. R. Tolkien

Immerse yourself in Middle-earthwith Tolkien’s classic

masterpiece, telling the complete story of BilboBaggins

and the Hobbits’epic encounters with Gandalf,Gollum, 

dragons and monsters, in the quest to destroy the One

Ring.

When they were first published,The Hobbit and The Lord

of the Ringsbecame instant classics. Treasuredby readers

young and old, these works of sweeping fantasy, steeped

in...

Hobbit & The Lord of theRingsBoxed Set

9780007445219
Pub Date: 11/27/2012

320 pages •Hardcover

J. R. R. Tolkien,Mark Walker

In foramine terrae habitabat hobbitus. (’In a hole in the

ground, there liveda hobbit.’)

The Hobbit, is one of the world’smost popular classic

stories,appealing to adults as much as to the children for

whom J.R.R.Tolkien firstwrote the book. Translated

worldwide intomore than 60 modern languages, now

Hobbitus Ille is finally published inLatin, and willbe of 

interest to all thos...

Hobbitus Ille

9780007463374

Pub Date: 11/13/2012

$19.99 CAD

192 pages •Hardcover

J. R. R. Tolkien

This revisededitionof Tolkien's famous illustrated letters

from Father Christmasto his children includesa number

of picturesand letters that have not been seen in print

before. The perfect Christmasgift for Tolkien lovers of all 

ages.

This classic festivebook of Tolkien'samazing Father

Christmas letterswritten to his childrenbetween the

1920s and the 1940s has been reworked into a new an...

Letters from Father Christmas

9780008406844

Pub Date: 12/22/2020

$36.99 CAD

208 pages •Hardcover

Letters from Father Christmas

J. R. R. Tolkien

Published to celebrate the first ever ‘letter from Father

Christmas’ in 1920, this beautiful oversizededitionof 

Tolkien’s famous illustrated letters from ‘Father Christmas’, 

includesa wealth of charming letters, picturesand

decorated envelopes, and promises to be a festive feast

for Tolkien fans of all ages.

Every Decemberan envelopebearing a stamp from the

North Polewouldarrive for J.R.R. ...

9780007436194
Pub Date: 9/29/2011

192 pages •Hardcover

Mr Bliss

J. R. R. Tolkien

The first ever trade editionof Tolkien's illustrated tale about

the eccentricMr Bliss, a man notable for his immensely tall

hats and for the girabbit in hisgarden, whose whimsical

decision to buy a motor car quickly becomes a catalogue

of disasters.

Professor J.R.R. Tolkien inventedand illustrated the book

of Mr Bliss'sadventures for his own childrenwhen they

were very young. The book was ha...



9780261102590

Pub Date: 4/3/2006

$15.99 CAD
178 pages • B-format

Paperback

Sir Gawain and theGreen Knight

J. R. R. Tolkien

A collectionof three medieval English poems, translated

by Tolkien for the modern-day reader and containing

romance, tragedy, love, sex and honour.

Sir Gawainand the Green Knight and Pearl are two

poems by an unknown author written in about 1400. Sir

Gawain is a romance, a fairy-tale for adults, full of life and

colour;but it is alsomuch more than this, being at the

same timea powerful moral ...

9780007223619

Pub Date: 4/17/2006

$48.95 CAD

AudioCD

Sir Gawain and theGreen Knight

J. R. R. Tolkien, Terry Jones

A collectionof three medieval English poems, translated

by Tolkien for the modern-day reader and containing

romance, tragedy, love, sex and honour.

Sir Gawainand the Green Knight and Pearl are two

poems by an unknown author written in about 1400. Sir

Gawain is a romance, a fairy-tale for adults, full of life and

colour;but it is alsomuch more than this, being at the

same timea powerful moral t...

9780008393625

Pub Date: 6/30/2020

$125.00 CAD

176 pages •Hardcover

J. R. R. Tolkien

This elegant deluxe slipcased edition of three

medieval English poems, translated by Tolkien for

the modern-day reader and containing romance, 

tragedy, love, sex and honour, features a

beautifully decorated text and includes as a bonus

the complete text of Tolkien’s acclaimed lecture on

Sir Gawain.

Sir Gawainand the Green Knight and Pearl are two

poems by an unknown author written in about 1400. S...

Sir Gawain and theGreen Knight

9780007557288
Pub Date: 4/7/2015

224 pages •Hardcover

J. R. R. Tolkien, Verlyn Flieger

A charmingnew pocket editionof one of Tolkien'smajor

piecesof short fiction, and his only finishedwork dating

from after publicationof The Lord of the Rings.

What began as a preface to The Golden Key by George

MacDonaldeventually grew into this charmingshort story, 

so named by Tolkien to suggest an early work by P.G. 

Wodehouse.Composedalmost a decade after The Lord of 

the Rings, and when ...

Smith of Wootton Major

9780007557271

Pub Date: 11/18/2014

$16.99 CAD

304 pages •Hardcover

J. R. R. Tolkien, ChristinaScull,Wayne G. Hammond, 

PaulineBaynes

This revisedand expanded edition of Tolkien’sown Hobbit-

inspiredpoetry includespreviouslyunpublishedpoems and

notes, and is beautifully illustratedby Narnia artist Pauline

Baynes.

‘Here is something that no devotee of the Hobbit epic can

afford to miss,while awaitinga further instalmentof the

history of these fascinatingpeople– a selection [of verses]

offered as an ‘interim report’ to t...

The Adventuresof Tom Bombadil

9780008105754

Pub Date: 11/24/2015

$49.99 CAD

240 pages •Hardcover

J. R. R. Tolkien,Wayne G. Hammond,ChristinaScull

To celebrate the 60th Anniversaryof the publication ofThe

Lord of the Rings, a sumptuous full-colourart book

containing the complete collectionof almost200 sketches, 

drawings,paintingsand maps by J.R.R. Tolkien.

As he wrote The Lord of the Rings, J.R.R.Tolkien’smental 

picturesoften found expression in drawing, from rough

sketches made within the manuscript to more finished

illustrations. ...

The Art of the Lord of the Rings

9780007597338

Pub Date: 2/17/2015

$17.99 CAD

The Children of Húrin

J. R. R. Tolkien, ChristopherTolkien

Painstakingly restored from Tolkien'smanuscriptsand

presented for the first timeas a fully continuousand

standalonestory, this paperback of the epic tale of The

Childrenof Húrin will reunite fans of The Hobbit and The

Lord of the Rings with Elves,dragons, Dwarvesand Orcs, 

and the rich landscapeand characters unique to Tolkien.

It is a legendary time longbefore The Lord of the Rings, 

and M...

9780007497935

Pub Date: 11/7/2017

$21.99 CAD

320 pages • B-format

Paperback

384 pages • Paperback

The Colour Illustrated Hobbit

J. R. R. Tolkien, JemimaCatlin

BilboBaggins is a hobbitwho enjoys a comfortableand

quiet life.His contentment is disturbed one day when the

wizard, Gandalf, and the dwarves arrive to take him away

on an adventure.

Smaug certainly looked fast asleep,when Bilbopeeped

once more from the entrance.He was just about to step

out on to the floor when he caught a sudden thin ray of 

red from under the drooping lidof Smaug's left ...



9780007489947

Pub Date: 5/23/2013

$24.99 CAD

240 pages •Hardcover

The Fallof Arthur

J. R. R. Tolkien, ChristopherTolkien

The world first publicationof a previously unknown work

by J.R.R.Tolkien,which tells the extraordinary story of the

final days of England's legendary hero, King Arthur.

The Fall ofArthur, the only venture by J.R.R.Tolkien into

the legendsof Arthur Kingof Britain,may well be

regarded as his finest and most skilful achievement in the

use of the OldEnglishalliterativemetre, in whichhe bro...
9780007557301

Pub Date: 5/26/2015

$16.99 CAD
240 pages • B-format

Paperback

The Fallof Arthur

J. R. R. Tolkien, ChristopherTolkien

The world first publicationof a previously unknown work

by J.R.R.Tolkien,which tells the extraordinary story of the

final days of England’s legendary hero, KingArthur.

The Fall ofArthur, the only venture by J.R.R.Tolkien into

the legendsof Arthur Kingof Britain,may well be

regarded as his finest and most skilful achievement in the

use of the OldEnglishalliterativemetre, in whichhe

brou...

9780007489893

Pub Date: 5/23/2013

$110.00 CAD

240 pages •Hardcover

J. R. R. Tolkien, ChristopherTolkien

Deluxe collector'sedition featuring the first edition text and

containinga facsimilepage of Tolkien'soriginal manuscript.

The book is quarterbound with a goldmotif stamped on

the front board and ispresented in a matchingslipcase.

The Fall ofArthur, the only venture by J.R.R.Tolkien into

the legendsof Arthur Kingof Britain,may well be

regarded as his finest and most skilful achievement ...

The Fallof Arthur (DeluxeSlipcase Edition)

9780008302764

Pub Date: 8/30/2018

$125.00 CAD

304 pages •Hardcover

J. R. R. Tolkien, AlanLee, ChristopherTolkien

In the Tale of The Fall of Gondolinare two of the greatest

powers in the world. There isMorgoth of the uttermost

evil, unseen in this story but rulingover a vast military

power from his fortress of Angband. Deeply opposed to

Morgoth is Ulmo, second in mightonly to Manwë, chief of 

the Valar.

Central to this enmity of the gods is the city of Gondolin, 

beautifulbut undiscoverable. It was built an...

The Fallof Gondolin

9780008302757

Pub Date: 8/30/2018

$34.99 CAD

304 pages •Hardcover

J. R. R. Tolkien, AlanLee, ChristopherTolkien

In the Tale of The Fall of Gondolinare two of the greatest

powers in the world. There isMorgoth of the uttermost

evil, unseen in this story but rulingover a vast military

power from his fortress of Angband. Deeply opposed to

Morgoth is Ulmo, second in mightonly to Manwë, chief of 

the Valar.

Central to this enmity of the gods is the city of Gondolin, 

beautifulbut undiscoverable. It was built an...

The Fallof Gondolin

9780008302771

Pub Date: 10/16/2018

$37.99 CAD
368 pages • Trade

Paperback

J. R. R. Tolkien, AlanLee, ChristopherTolkien

In the Tale of The Fall of Gondolinare two of the greatest

powers in the world. There isMorgoth of the uttermost

evil, unseen in this story but rulingover a vast military

power from his fortress of Angband. Deeply opposed to

Morgoth is Ulmo, second in mightonly to Manwë, chief of 

the Valar.

Central to this enmity of the gods is the city of Gondolin, 

beautifulbut undiscoverable. It was built an...

The Fallof Gondolin(Large Type edition)

9780008376062

Pub Date: 6/9/2020

$17.99 CAD

The Fellowshipof theRing

J. R. R. Tolkien

The first part of J. R. R. Tolkien’s epic adventure

THE LORD OF THE RINGS

In a sleepy village in the Shire, a young hobbit is

entrusted with an immense task. He must make a

perilous journey across Middle-earth to the Cracks of 

Doom, there to destroy the RulingRingof Power– the

only thing that prevents the Dark Lord Sauron’s evil 

dominion.

9780008376123

Pub Date: 8/18/2020

$39.99 CAD
448 pages • B-format Thus begins J. R. R. Tolkien’sclassic tale of adventure, w... 

Paperback

412 pages •Hardcover

The Fellowshipof theRing

J. R. R. Tolkien, AlanLee

The Fellowshipof the Ring is the first part of J.R.R. 

Tolkien’sepic adventure, The Lord of the Rings.

Sauron, the Dark Lord, has gathered to him all the Rings

of Power – the means by which he intends to rule Middle-

earth. All he lacks in his plans for dominion is the One

Ring– the ring that rules them all–whichhas fallen into

the hands of the hobbit,BilboBaggins.

In a sleepy village in the S...



9780261102668

Pub Date: 12/23/1991

$28.99 CAD

144 pages • Paperback

The Hobbit

J. R. R. Tolkien,David Wenzel

A brand new revisededitionof the best-sellinggraphic

novel based on the enchantingprelude to The Lord of the

Rings.

First published in 1990, DavidWenzel's comicbook

adaptation of J.R.R. Tolkien'sThe Hobbit was an

immediate successand has become one of the best-loved

graphicnovelsof the last 20 years.

The Hobbit is the story of BilboBaggins, a quiet and

contented hobbitwhose life is tur...

9780007270613

Pub Date: 5/13/2008

$19.95 CAD
400 pages • B-format

Paperback

The Hobbit

J. R. R. Tolkien, AlanLee

Read the classic editionof BilboBaggins'adventures in

Middle-earth.Featuringmore than 60 colour paintingsand

pencil drawingsby the award-winningartist,Alan Lee, 

ConceptualDesigneron Peter Jackson's THE HOBBIT: AN

UNEXPECTEDJOURNEY.

BilboBaggins is a hobbitwho enjoys a comfortable, 

unambitious life, rarely travelling further than the pantry of 

his hobbit-hole in Bag End. But his conte...

9780261102217

Pub Date: 10/27/2011

$10.99 CAD
400 pages • A-format

Paperback

J. R. R. Tolkien

This popular paperback edition of the classicwork of 

fantasy, with a strikingnew black cover based on JRR

Tolkien'sown design and featuringbrand new

reproductionsof all his drawingsand maps.

BilboBaggins is a hobbitwho enjoys a comfortable, 

unambitious life, rarely travelling further than the pantry of 

his hobbit-hole in Bag End. But his contentment is

disturbedwhen the wizard, Gandalf, a...

The Hobbit

9780261103344

Pub Date: 11/6/2011

$15.99 CAD
400 pages • B-format

Paperback

The Hobbit

J. R. R. Tolkien

The classicbestseller behind this year's biggest movie, this

definitivepaperback edition features nine illustrationsand

two maps drawn by J.R.R. Tolkien,and a preface by

ChristopherTolkien.

BilboBaggins is a hobbitwho enjoys a comfortable, 

unambitious life, rarely travelling further than the pantry of 

his hobbit-hole in Bag End. But his contentment is

disturbedwhen the wizard, Gandalf, and...

9780007458424

Pub Date: 6/20/2017

$9.99 CAD
368 pages • B-format

Paperback

J. R. R. Tolkien

The Hobbit is the unforgettable story of Bilbo, a peace-

loving hobbit, who embarks on a strange and magical

adventure.

A timeless classic.

BilboBagginsenjoys a quiet and contented life,with no

desire to travel far from the comfortsof home; then one

day the wizard Gandalf and a band of dwarves arrive

unexpectedly and enlist his services - as a burglar - on a

dangerous expedition to raid the tre...

The Hobbit

9780008376055

Pub Date: 6/9/2020

$17.99 CAD
336 pages • B-format

Paperback

J. R. R. Tolkien

This is the story of how a Bagginshad an adventure, and

found himselfdoing and saying things altogether

unexpected…

BilboBaggins is a hobbitwho enjoys a comfortable, 

unambitious life, rarely travelling further than the pantry of 

his hobbit-hole in Bag End. But his contentment is

disturbedwhen the wizard, Gandalf, and a company of 

thirteen dwarves arrive on his doorstep one day, to whisk

him aw...

The Hobbit

9780008376116

Pub Date: 8/18/2020

$39.99 CAD

The Hobbit

J. R. R. Tolkien, AlanLee

A great modern classicand the prelude to The Lord of the

Rings.

Smaug certainly looked fast asleep,almostdead and

dark, with scarcely a snore more than a whiffof unseen

steam,when Bilbopeeped once more from the entrance. 

He was just about to step out on to the floor when he

caught a sudden thin and piercing ray of red from under

the drooping lidof Smaug’s left eye. He was only

9780261103566

Pub Date: 11/6/2011

$49.99 CAD
pretending to ... young and old, these works of sweeping fantasy, steeped

i...
320 pages •Hardcover 1664 pages • B-format

Paperback

J. R. R. Tolkien

Immerse yourself in Middle-earthwith Tolkien's classic

masterpiece, telling the complete story of BilboBaggins

and the Hobbits'epic encounters with Gandalf,Gollum, 

dragons and monsters, in the quest to destroy the One

Ring.

When they were first published,The Hobbit and The Lord

of the Ringsbecame instant classics. Treasuredby readers

The Hobbit & The Lord of the RingsBoxed

Set



9780008376109

Pub Date: 8/18/2020

$160.00 CAD

1601 pages •Hardcover

The Hobbit & The Lord of the RingsBoxed

Set

J. R. R. Tolkien, AlanLee

Boxed gift set of Tolkien’sclassicmasterpieces, fully

illustrated throughout in watercolourby the acclaimedand

award-winningartist,Alan Lee, ConceptualDesigneron

Peter Jackson’s THE HOBBIT films.

Since they were first published,The Hobbit and The Lord

of the Ringshave been two books people have treasured. 

Steeped in unrivalledmagicand otherworldliness, these

works of sweeping fantasy ha...

9780008260187

Pub Date: 11/21/2017

$89.99 CAD

912 pages •Hardcover

The Hobbit & The Lord of the RingsGift Set:

A Middle-earth Treasury

J. R. R. Tolkien

Deluxeboxed gift set of pocket editionhardbacks featuring

J.R.R. Tolkien’smost popular works, which together tell the

tale of Bilboand Frodo Bagginsand of the War of the Ring.

When they were first published,The Hobbit and The Lord

of the Ringsbecame instant classics. Treasuredby readers

young and old, these works of sweeping fantasy, steeped

in unrivalledmagicand otherworldlinesshave sol...

9780007488513

Pub Date: 8/30/2012

$16.99 CAD
368 pages • B-format

Paperback

J. R. R. Tolkien

The unforgettable story of Bilbo,a peace-lovinghobbit, 

who embarks on a strange and magical adventure.

A timeless classicnow available as a two-part boxed set.

BilboBagginsenjoys a quiet and contented life,with no

desire to travel far from the comfortsof home; then one

day the wizard Gandalf and a band of dwarves arrive

unexpectedly and enlist his services - as a burglar - on a

dangerous ex...

The Hobbit (Part 1 and 2) Slipcase

9780261103283

Pub Date: 7/7/2006

$32.99 CAD

320 pages •Hardcover

The Hobbit Classic Hardback

J. R. R. Tolkien

The definitiveeditionof J.R.R. Tolkien'smost beloved

book, sportinga facsimile of his original cover designand

completewith colour platesof his own paintings,brand

new reproductionsof all his drawings, and colour versions

of both maps.

BilboBagginsenjoys a quiet and contented life,with no

desire to travel far from the comfortsof home; then one

day the wizard Gandalf and a band of dwar...

9780007440832

Pub Date: 11/8/2016

$44.99 CAD

312 pages •Hardcover

J. R. R. Tolkien

This sumptuousgift set containsa replicaof the very rare

first edition ofThe Hobbit, plus a book about the books's

publicationhistory and a CD of previously unreleased

archive recordings featuring J.R.R.Tolkien reading from

his book.

The Hobbitwas publishedon 21 September 1937 with a

print run of 1,500 copies.Witha beautiful cover design by

the author and a coloured frontispiecepainting...

The Hobbit Facsimile First Edition

9780008259549

Pub Date: 7/17/2018

$99.99 CAD

312 pages •Hardcover

J. R. R. Tolkien

This sumptuousgift set includesa replicaof the very rare

first edition ofThe Hobbit, the only editionwhere one can

now read the original versionof the story before Tolkien

re-edited it to become the one enjoyed by readers since

1951.

The Hobbitwas publishedon 21 September 1937, with a

print run of 1,500 copies.Witha beautiful cover design, 

nearly a dozen black& white illustrationsand tw...

The Hobbit Facsimile GiftEdition[Lenticular

cover]

9780008189242

Pub Date: 3/28/2017

$19.99 CAD

The Hobbit Movie Trilogy Colouring Book

Warner Brothers, J. R. R. Tolkien,NicoletteCaven

Experience your favourite characters from one of the most

famous fantasy worldsever created - Middle-earth - in a

brilliantnew way with this authorised colouringbook based

on the epic motionpicture trilogyThe Hobbit, directedby

Peter Jackson.

The Hobbit film trilogybrought J.R.R.Tolkien’s incredible

world of Middle-earth to life for millionsof people.Now

you can add your own artistic touc...

9780008367435
Pub Date: 3/17/2020

384 pages •Hardcover
imageembossed into the front board, each large-format

volume overflowswith hundr...
80 pages • Paperback

Alan Lee

Presenting two richly illustrated books in one

elegant slipcase, this deluxe, limited edition boxed

set celebrates in words and pictures the beautiful 

work that award-winning artist Alan Lee has

created for J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Hobbit and The

Lord of the Rings.

Sumptuously bound in full cloth,with a miniature colour

The Hobbit Sketchbook & The Lord of the

RingsSketchbook



9780008214517

Pub Date: 1/16/2018

$79.99 CAD

960 pages •Hardcover

The J. R. R. Tolkien Companion and Guide

Wayne G. Hammond,Christina Scull, J. R. R. Tolkien

Volume1 of the most comprehensive in-depthcompanion

to Tolkien’s life and works ever published, including

synopses of all his writings,and a Tolkiengazetteer and

who’s who.

The J. R. R. Tolkien Companionand Guide is a

comprehensivehandbook to one of the most popular

authors of the twentieth century.

One of two volumescomprising this definitive work, the

Chronology traces J.R.R.Tolkien'sprog...

9780008214531

Pub Date: 1/16/2018

$79.99 CAD

896 pages •Hardcover

The J. R. R. Tolkien Companion and Guide

Wayne G. Hammond,Christina Scull, J. R. R. Tolkien

Volume2 of the most comprehensive in-depthcompanion

to Tolkien’s life and works ever published.This volume

includesa superlativeday-by-day chronology of Tolkien’s

life,presenting the most detailedbiographical record

available.

The J. R. R. Tolkien Companionand Guide is a

comprehensivehandbook to one of the most popular

authors of the twentieth century.

One of two volumescomprising this def...

9780008214548

Pub Date: 4/10/2018

$199.99 CAD

2720 pages •Hardcover

Wayne G. Hammond,Christina Scull, J. R. R. Tolkien

Stunning three-volumeslipcasedset containing the most

comprehensive in-depthcompanion to Tolkien’s life and

works ever published, including synopsesof all his

writings,and a Tolkien gazetteer, who’s who and

chronology.

The three volumescontained in this slipcase,writtenby

two of the foremost experts on J.R.R. Tolkien, comprise

the definitivehandbook to one of the most popular

authors of th...

The J. R. R. Tolkien Companion and Guide

9780008202132

Pub Date: 12/20/2016

$29.99 CAD

128 pages •Hardcover

J. R. R. Tolkien, Verlyn Flieger

Unavailable for more than 70 years, this early but

importantwork is published for the first time withTolkien’s

‘Corrigan’poems and other supportingmaterial, including

a prefatory note by Christopher Tolkien.

Set ‘In Britain’s landbeyond the seas’during the Age of 

Chivalry, The Lay of Aotrou and Itroun tellsof a childless

Breton Lord and Lady (the ‘Aotrou’and ‘Itroun’ of the title)

and the t...

The Lay of Aotrou and Itroun

9780008202156

Pub Date: 7/9/2019

$18.99 CAD
128 pages • B-format

Paperback

J. R. R. Tolkien, Verlyn Flieger

Unavailable for more than 70 years, this early but

importantwork is published for the first time withTolkien’s

‘Corrigan’poems and other supportingmaterial, including

a prefatory note by Christopher Tolkien.

Set ‘In Britain’s landbeyond the seas’during the Age of 

Chivalry, The Lay of Aotrou and Itroun tellsof a childless

Breton Lord and Lady (‘Aotrou’and ‘Itroun’) and the

tragedy that befal...

The Lay of Aotrou and Itroun

9780261102385

Pub Date: 12/2/1991

$32.95 CAD
1216 pages • A-format

Paperback

J. R. R. Tolkien

Continuing the story of The Hobbit, this three-volume

boxed set of Tolkien's epicmasterpiece,The Lord of the

Rings, features strikingblack covers based on Tolkien's

own design, the definitive text, and three maps including

a detailedmap of Middle-earth.

Sauron, the Dark Lord, has gathered to him all the Rings

of Power - the means by which he intends to rule Middle-

earth. All he lacks in his pl...

The Lord of the Rings

9780261103252

Pub Date: 6/2/1995

$36.99 CAD

The Lord of the Rings

J. R. R. Tolkien

Continuing the story begun in The Hobbit, all three parts

of the epicmasterpiece,The Lord of the Rings, in one

paperback. Features the definitiveeditionof the text,

fold-out flapswith the original two-colour maps,and a

revisedand expanded index.

Sauron, the Dark Lord, has gathered to him all the Rings

of Power - the means by which he intends to rule Middle-

earth. All he lacks in his plans f...

9780007488360

Pub Date: 8/31/2012

$39.99 CAD

1216 pages • B-format

Paperback

1264 pages • B-format

Paperback

The Lord of the Rings

J. R. R. Tolkien

Continuing the story begun in The Hobbit, this three-

volume paperback boxed set of Tolkien's epic masterpiece,

The Lord of the Rings, features exclusive covers from Peter

Jackson's award-winning film trilogy, the definitive text,

and a detailedmap of Middle-earth.

Sauron, the Dark Lord, has gathered to him all the Rings

of Power - the means by which he intends to rule Middle-

earth. All he lacks i...



9780007525546

Pub Date: 7/22/2014

$115.00 CAD

1244 pages •Hardcover

The Lord of the Rings

J. R. R. Tolkien, AlanLee

A sumptuous new one-volume edition of Tolkien's

classic masterpiece that is fully illustrated in

watercolour throughout by the acclaimed and

award-winning artist, Alan Lee.

Since it was first published in 1954, The Lord of the Rings

has been a book people have treasured. Steeped in

unrivalledmagicand otherworldliness, its sweeping

fantasy has touched the hearts of young and old alike.

Well over 1...

9780261102354

Pub Date: 4/17/2007

$10.99 CAD
448 pages • A-format

Paperback

The Lord of the Rings(1)–The Fellowshipof

the Ring

J. R. R. Tolkien

Continuing the story begun in The Hobbit, this is the first

part of Tolkien'sepicmasterpiece,The Lord of the Rings, 

featuringa strikingblack cover based on Tolkien's own

design, the definitive text, and a detailedmap of Middle-

earth.

Sauron, the Dark Lord, has gathered to him all the Rings

of Power - the means by which he intends to rule Middle-

earth. All he lacks in his plans for dominion i...

9780261103573

Pub Date: 11/6/2011

$15.99 CAD
448 pages • B-format

Paperback

The Lord of the Rings(1)–The Fellowshipof

the Ring

J. R. R. Tolkien

Continuing the story begun in The Hobbit, this is the first

part of Tolkien'sepicmasterpiece,The Lord of the Rings, 

featuringa strikingblack cover based on Tolkien's own

design, the definitive text, and a detailedmap of Middle-

earth.

Sauron, the Dark Lord, has gathered to him all the Rings

of Power - the means by which he intends to rule Middle-

earth. All he lacks in his plans for dominion i...

9780007488308

Pub Date: 8/28/2012

$10.99 CAD
576 pages • A-format

Paperback

The Lord of the Rings(1)–The Fellowshipof

the Ring

J. R. R. Tolkien

Continuing the story begun in The Hobbit, this is the first

part of Tolkien'sepicmasterpiece,The Lord of the Rings, 

featuringan exclusive cover image from the film, the

definitive text, and a detailedmap of Middle-earth.

Sauron, the Dark Lord, has gathered to him all the Rings

of Power - the means by whichhe intends to rule Middle-

earth. All he lacks in his plans for dominion is the One

Ring...

9780007488315

Pub Date: 8/28/2012

$15.99 CAD
448 pages • B-format

Paperback

J. R. R. Tolkien

Continuing the story begun in The Hobbit, this is the first

part of Tolkien'sepicmasterpiece,The Lord of the Rings, 

featuringan exclusive cover image from the film, the

definitive text, and a detailedmap of Middle-earth.

Sauron, the Dark Lord, has gathered to him all the Rings

of Power - the means by whichhe intends to rule Middle-

earth. All he lacks in his plans for dominion is the One

Ring...

The Lord of the Rings(1)–The Fellowshipof

the Ring

9780261102361

Pub Date: 4/17/2007

$10.99 CAD
464 pages • A-format

Paperback

J. R. R. Tolkien

Buildingon the story begun in The Hobbit and The

Fellowshipof the Ring this is the secondpart of Tolkien's

epic masterpiece,The Lord of the Rings, featuringa

strikingblack cover based on Tolkien's own design, the

definitive text, and a detailedmap of Middle-earth.

Frodo and the Companionsof the Ring have been beset

by danger during their quest to prevent the RulingRing

from falling into t...

The Lord of the Rings(2)–The Two Towers

9780261103580

Pub Date: 11/6/2011

$15.99 CAD

The Lord of the Rings(2)–The Two Towers

J. R. R. Tolkien

Buildingon the story begun in The Hobbit, this is the

secondpart of Tolkien'sepic masterpiece, The Lord of the

Rings, featuringa strikingblack cover based on Tolkien's

own design, the definitive text, and a detailedmap of 

Middle-earth.

Frodo and the Companionsof the Ring have been beset

by danger during their quest to prevent the RulingRing

from falling into the hands of the Dark Lord by d...

9780007488322

Pub Date: 8/28/2012

$10.99 CAD

352 pages • B-format

Paperback

464 pages • A-format

Paperback

The Lord of the Rings(2)–The Two Towers

J. R. R. Tolkien

Continuing the story of The Hobbit, this is the second part

of Tolkien's epicmasterpiece,The Lord of the Rings, 

featuringan exclusive cover image from the film, the

definitive text, and a detailedmap of Middle-earth.

Frodo and the Companionsof the Ring have been beset

by danger during their quest to prevent the RulingRing

from falling into the hands of the Dark Lord by destroying

it in the C...



9780007488339

Pub Date: 8/30/2012

$15.99 CAD
352 pages • B-format

Paperback

The Lord of the Rings(2)–The Two Towers

J. R. R. Tolkien

Buildingon the story begun in The Hobbit and The

Fellowshipof the Ring, this is the second part of Tolkien's

epic masterpiece,The Lord of the Rings, featuringan

exclusive cover image from the film, the definitive text, 

and a detailedmap of Middle-earth.

Frodo and the Companionsof the Ring have been beset

by danger during their quest to prevent the RulingRing

from falling into the hands of t...

9780261102378

Pub Date: 4/17/2011

$10.99 CAD
464 pages • A-format

Paperback

The Lord of the Rings(3)–The Return of the

King

J. R. R. Tolkien

Concluding the story of The Hobbit, this is the final part of 

Tolkien'sepic masterpiece,The Lord of the Rings, 

featuringa strikingblack cover based on Tolkien's own

design, the definitive text, and a detailedmap of Middle-

earth.

The armiesof the Dark Lord Sauron are massingas his

evil shadow spreads even wider.Men, Dwarves,Elves and

Ents unite forces to do battle against the Dark. Meanwhi...

9780261103597

Pub Date: 11/8/2011

$15.99 CAD
464 pages • B-format

Paperback

The Lord of the Rings(3)–The Return of the

King

J. R. R. Tolkien

Concluding the story begun in The Hobbit, this is the final 

part of Tolkien'sepicmasterpiece,The Lord of the Rings. 

Featuringa strikingblack cover based on Tolkien's own

design, the definitive text, and a detailedmap of Middle-

earth.

The armiesof the Dark Lord are massingas his evil 

shadow spreads ever wider.Men, Dwarves,Elves and

Ents unite forces to do battle agains the Dark.

Meanwhile...

9780007488353

Pub Date: 8/20/2012

$15.99 CAD
464 pages • B-format

Paperback

The Lord of the Rings(3)–The Return of the

King

J. R. R. Tolkien

Concluding the story begun in The Hobbit, this is the final 

part of Tolkien'sepicmasterpiece,The Lord of the Rings, 

featuringan exclusive cover image from the film, the

definitive text, and a detailedmap of Middle-earth.

The armiesof the Dark Lord Sauron are massingas his

evil shadow spreads ever wider.Men, Dwarves, Elvesand

Ents unite forces to do battle agains the Dark. Meanwhile, 

Frodo...

9780007488346

Pub Date: 8/28/2012

$10.99 CAD
464 pages • A-format

Paperback

J. R. R. Tolkien

Concluding the story begun in The Hobbit, this is the final 

part of Tolkien'sepicmasterpiece,The Lord of the Rings, 

featuringan exclusive cover image from the film, the

definitive text, and a detailedmap of Middle-earth.

The armiesof the Dark Lord Sauron are massingas his

evil shadow spreads ever wider.Men, Dwarves, Elvesand

Ents unite forces to do battle agains the Dark. Meanwhile, 

Frodo...

The Lord of the Rings(3)–The Return of the

King

9780008185176

Pub Date: 6/7/2016

$19.99 CAD

84 pages • Paperback

Warner Brothers, J. R. R. Tolkien,NicoletteCaven

Experience your favourite characters and enchanting

scenes from one of the most famous fantasy worldsever

created—Middle-earth— in a brilliantnew way with this

first authorised colouringbook based on the Academy

Award-winningepicmotionpicture trilogyThe Lord of the

Rings directedby Peter Jackson.

The Lord of the Rings film trilogy brought J.R.R.Tolkien’s

incredibleworld of Middle-earth...

The Lord of the RingsMovie Trilogy

Colouring Book

9780007523283

Pub Date: 10/22/2013

$14.99 CAD

The Pocket Roverandom

J .R. R Tolkien,ChristinaSkull,Wayne G. Hammond

J.R.R.Tolkien's fantasy story about the adventures of a

bewitched toy dog, written before The Hobbit.

While on holiday in 1925, four-year-oldMichael Tolkien

lost hisbeloved toy dog on the beach at Filey in Yorkshire. 

To consolehim,his father, J.R.R.Tolkien, improviseda

story about Rover, a real dog who ismagically

transformed intoa toy and is forced to seek out the

wizard who wronged him i...

9780008376086

Pub Date: 6/9/2020

$17.99 CAD
464 pages • B-format adventure, begun i... 

Paperback

192 pages •Hardcover

The Return of theKing

J. R. R. Tolkien

The thirdpart of J.R.R.Tolkien’sepic adventure

THE LORDOF THE RINGS

The armiesof the Dark Lord are massingas his evil 

shadow spreads even wider.Men, Dwarves,Elves and

Ents unite forces to battle against the Dark. Meanwhile, 

Frodo and Sam struggle further into Mordor in their heroic

quest to destroy the One Ring.

The devastating conclusionof J.R.R.Tolkien’s classic tale of



9780008376147

Pub Date: 8/18/2020

$39.99 CAD

484 pages •Hardcover

The Return of theKing

J. R. R. Tolkien, AlanLee

The Return of the King is the thirdpart of J.R.R.Tolkien’s

epic adventure, The Lord of the Rings.

The Companionsof the Ringhave become involved in

separate adventures as the quest continues.Aragorn, 

revealedas the hiddenheir of the ancient Kingsof the

West, joinedwith the Riders of Rohan against the forces of 

Isengard, and took part in the desperate victory of the

Hornburg. Merry and Pippi...

9780007523221

Pub Date: 10/22/2013

$15.99 CAD
480 pages • B-format

Paperback

The Silmarillion

J. R. R. Tolkien

A new B-format editionof this novel, designed to take

fans of The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings deeper into

the myths and legendsof Middle-earth

The Silmarillion is an account of the Elder Days, of the

First Age of Tolkien'sworld. It is the ancient drama to

which the characters in The Lord of the Rings look back, 

and in whose events some of them such as Elrondand

Galadriel took part. The ta...

9780008184810

Pub Date: 8/30/2016

$17.99 CAD
240 pages • B-format

Paperback

DavidHarvey

Available for the first time in paperback, this is the
pre-eminent critical study, and exploration,of how myth

and legendplayed such a significant role in the works of

J.R.R.Tolkien.

The Song of Middle-earth takes a fresh look at The Lord of 

the Rings, diggingdeep into the foundationsof Tolkien’s

world to reveal the complex tapestry of historyand

mythology that liesbehindhis stories.

The cha...

The Song of Middle-earth

9780008131364

Pub Date: 10/20/2015

$34.99 CAD

192 pages •Hardcover

J. R. R. Tolkien, Verlyn Flieger

The world first publicationof a previously unknown work

of fantasy by J.R.R.Tolkien,which tells the powerful story

of a doomedyoung man who is sold into slavery and who

swears revenge on the magicianwho killedhis

father.Kullervoson of Kalervo isperhaps the darkest and

most tragic of all J.R.R.Tolkien'scharacters. 'Hapless

Kullervo', as Tolkien calledhim, is a lucklessorphan boy

with su...

The Story of Kullervo

9780008166724

Pub Date: 12/6/2016

$135.99 CAD

192 pages •Hardcover

J. R. R. Tolkien, Verlyn Flieger

The world first publicationof a previously unknown work

of fantasy by J.R.R.Tolkien,which tells the powerful story

of a doomedyoung man who is sold into slavery and who

swears revenge on the magicianwho killedhis father.

Kullervo son of Kalervo is perhaps the darkest and most

tragic of all J.R.R. Tolkien’s characters. ‘Hapless Kullervo’,

as Tolkien calledhim, is a lucklessorphan boy with su...

The Story of Kullervo

9780008131388

Pub Date: 8/21/2018

$16.99 CAD
192 pages • B-format

Paperback

J. R. R. Tolkien, Verlyn Flieger

The world first publicationof a previously unknown work

of fantasy by J.R.R.Tolkien,which tells the powerful story

of a doomedyoung man who is sold into slavery and who

swears revenge on the magicianwho killedhis father.

Kullervo son of Kalervo is perhaps the darkest and most

tragic of all J.R.R. Tolkien’s characters. ‘Hapless Kullervo’,

as Tolkien calledhim, is a lucklessorphan boy with su...

The Story of Kullervo

9780008116644

Pub Date: 1/12/2016

$69.99 CAD

The Tolkien Treasury

J. R. R. Tolkien

De luxe boxed gift set of Tolkien’smost popular and

charming tales; fullof wit and humour, giants, dragons, 

magicand more, they are collected together for the first

timeand will delight readers of all ages.

Farmer Gilesdid not look likea hero. He was fat and

red-bearded and enjoyed a slow, comfortable life. Then

one day a rather deaf and short-sightedgiant blundered

on to his land…

9780008376079

Pub Date: 6/9/2020

$17.99 CAD

912 pages •Hardcover The Advent... 352 pages • B-format of the King. 

Paperback

The Two Towers

J. R. R. Tolkien

The secondpart of J.R.R.Tolkien’sepic adventure

THE LORDOF THE RINGS

The companyof the Ring is torn asunder. Frodo and Sam

continue their journey alone down the great River Anduin

– alone, that is, save for the mysterious creeping figure

that followswherever they go.

This continues the classic tale begun in The Fellowshipof 

the Ring,which reaches its awesomeclimax in The Return



9780008376130

Pub Date: 8/18/2020

$39.99 CAD

385 pages •Hardcover

The Two Towers

J. R. R. Tolkien, AlanLee

The Two Towers is the secondpart of J.R.R.Tolkien’sepic

adventure, The Lord of the Rings.

Frodo and the Companionsof the Ring have been beset

by danger during their quest to prevent the RulingRing

from falling into the hands of the Dark Lord by destroying

it in the Cracks of Doom.They have lost the wizard, 

Gandalf, in the battle withan evil spirit in the Mines of 

Moria; and at the Falls of R...

9780063022171

Pub Date: 9/1/2020

$18.50 CAD

12 pages • Paperback

Tolkien Calendar2021

J. R. R. Tolkien

The official Tolkien calendarhas become an established

publishingevent, eagerly anticipatedby Tolkien fans the

world over. Previous Tolkiencalendarshave become much

sought after collector’s items,and this year’s will doubtless

be an essential purchase for Middle-earth fans

everywhere.

9780007582914

Pub Date: 9/16/2014

$19.99 CAD
320 pages • B-format

Paperback

Tolkien On Fairy-Stories

Verlyn Flieger, DouglasA. Anderson

A new expanded editionof Tolkien’smost famous,and

most important essay,whichdefinedhis conceptionof 

fantasy as a literary form, and which led to the writingof 

The Lord of the Rings. Accompaniedby a critical study of 

the history and writingof the text.

J.R.R. Tolkien's "On Fairy-stories" is his most-studied and

most-quoted essay, an exemplary personal statement of

his viewson the role of ...

9780008182243

Pub Date: 5/24/2016

$9.99 CAD
496 pages • B-format

Paperback

Jane Austen

HarperCollins is proud to present its range of best-loved, 

essential classics.

‘The real evils, indeed,of Emma’s situationwere the

power of having rather too much her own way, and a

disposition to think a little too wellof herself…’

Beautiful, rich, self-assuredand witty, Emma Woodhouse

delights in matchmaking those around her, withno

apparent care for her own romantic life. Taking young

Harrie...

CollinsClassics–Emma

9780008195496

Pub Date: 7/4/2017

$9.99 CAD
384 pages • B-format

Paperback

Jane Austen

HarperCollins is proud to present its range of best-loved, 

essential classics.

‘It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a singleman

in possession of a good fortune must be in want of a wife.’

ElizabethBennet, full of vivacity and wit, livesa quiet

country existencewith her four sisters. To the delightof 

their mother, determined to findher daughters suitable

matches, the eligibleMr Darcy ...

CollinsClassics–Pride and Prejudice

9780008325404

Pub Date: 11/19/2019

$9.99 CAD
272 pages • B-format

Paperback

Jane Austen

Charlotte Heywood is smart, beautiful—and in search of a

husband. As ever, the road to matrimony is fraught with

trouble.

This is Jane Austen’s final, unfinishednovel.

CollinsClassics–Sanditon

9780008325398

Pub Date: 1/7/2020

$5.99 CAD

CollinsClassics–Sanditon

Jane Austen

Charlotte Heywood is smart, beautiful—and in search of a

husband. As ever, the road to matrimony is fraught with

trouble.

This is Jane Austen’s final, unfinishednovel.

9780008195502

Pub Date: 7/25/2017

$9.99 CAD

272 pages • A-format

Paperback

368 pages • B-format

Paperback

CollinsClassics–Sense and Sensibility

Jane Austen

HarperCollins is proud to present its range of best-loved, 

essential classics.

‘I wish as well asevery body else to be perfectly happy;

but likeevery body else it must be in my own way.’

When the Dashwood family are forced into more modest

circumstances, sistersMarianne and Elinoralso find

themselves suddenly entangled in matters of the heart. 

Passionateand spirited, young Marianne falls for th...



9781474938143

Pub Date: 11/12/2018

$31.95 CAD

Hardcover

Complete Jane Austen

Anna Milbourne, SimonaBursi

This beautifully illustratedbook containsall sevenof Jane

Austen’s novels, beautifully retold as stories for children. 

The retellingsare true to Austen’s elegant phrasingand

language,while reducingand simplifying the stories for a

young modern reader, and includequotations from the

original text throughout. The perfect book for children

studying Jane Austen, or those who simply enjoy readi... 9781443407243

Pub Date: 4/23/2013

$17.99 CAD

368 pages • Paperback

Jane AustenMarriage Manual

Kim Izzo

Kate Shaw, an actingbeauty editor for a fashion

magazine, has just been told that her services are no

longer required. Through no fault of her own, she finds

herself single,homelessand in desperate need to help her

family survive its own financial and emotional crises.

Known for her love of all things Jane Austen, Kate isgiven

a freelancegig that changes everything: to research

whether it is ...

9780062394620

Pub Date: 10/25/2016

$19.99 CAD

336 pages • Paperback

ShelleyDeWees

You’ve likely read at least one Jane Austen novel (or at

least seen a filmone). Chances are you’ve also read Jane

Eyre; if you were an exceptionallymoody teenager, you

mighthave even read Wuthering Heights.Englishmajors

mightadd George Eliot or Virginia Woolf to this list…but

then the trail ends. Were there truly so few women writing

anythingof note during late 18th and 19th century

Britain...

Not Just Jane

9780062373304

Pub Date: 1/23/2018

$21.99 CAD

40 pages •Hardcover

Deborah Hopkinson,Qin Leng

It is a truth universally acknowledged that Jane Austen is

one of our greatest writers.

But before that, she was just an ordinary girl.

In fact, young Jane was a bit quiet and shy; if you had

met her back then, you mightnot have noticedher at all. 

But she wouldhave noticedyou. Jane watched and

listened to all the things people around her did and said

and locked those observationsaway for safeke...

Ordinary, Extraordinary Jane Austen

9780785234562

Pub Date: 6/30/2020

$43.50 CAD
304 pages •Hardcover

with dust jacket

Jane Austen

A fineexclusiveedition of one of literature’s

most beloved stories. Featuring a laser-cut

jacket on a textured book with foil stamping, 

all titles in thisseries willbe first editions. No

more than 10,000 copies will be printed, and

each willbe individuallynumberedfrom 1 to

10,000.

“He had seen you indeed, before he came to Bath, and

admired you, but without knowing it was you. So says my

hi...

Persuasion (Seasons Edition -- Summer)

9780008325947

Pub Date: 8/20/2019

$5.99 CAD
464 pages • Trade

Paperback

Jane Austen, Lucy Toop

‘She is tolerable, but not handsome enough to tempt me;

and I am in no humour at present to give consequence to

young ladieswho are slightedby other men.’Such is the

unpromisingstart to one of the most well-known

relationships in English literature.Can vivacious, intelligent, 

but fortunelessElizabethBennet and the wealthy, 

reserved and seeminglyhaughty Mr Darcy see past their

first impress...

Pride and Prejudice

9780062674494

Pub Date: 6/27/2017

$21.00 CAD

352 pages • Paperback

The Geniusof Jane Austen

PaulaByrne

Originally publishedby BloomsburyAcademic in 2003 as

Jane Austen and the Theatre, PaulaByrne’s first book was

never made widely available in the U.S. and is out of print

today. An explorationof Austen’s passion for the stage—

she acted in amateur productions, frequently attended the

theatre, and even scriptedseveral early works in play

form—it took a nuanced look at how powerfully her

stories ...

9780062651259

Pub Date: 5/2/2017

$19.99 CAD

384 pages • Paperback

The Jane Austen Project

Kathleen A. Flynn

London, 1815: Two travelers—RachelKatzman and Liam

Finucane—arrive in a field in rural England, disheveledand

weigheddown with hidden money. Turned away at a

nearby inn, they are forced to travel by coach all night to

London. They are not what they seem, but rather

colleagueswho have come back in time from a

technologically advanced future, posingas wealthyWest

Indies planters—adoctor and h...



9780062670311

Pub Date: 5/2/2017

$24.99 CAD
496 pages • Trade

Paperback

The Jane Austen Project LP

Kathleen A. Flynn

London, 1815: Two travelers—RachelKatzman and Liam

Finucane—arrive in a field in rural England, disheveledand

weigheddown with hidden money. Turned away at a

nearby inn, they are forced to travel by coach all night to

London. They are not what they seem,but rather

colleagueswho have come back in time from a

technologically advanced future, posingas wealthyWest

Indies planters—adoctor and h...

9780061999109

Pub Date: 1/7/2014

$21.00 CAD

400 pages • Paperback

The RealJane Austen

PaulaByrne

This new biographyexplores the forces that shaped the

interior life of one of the most beloved novelists in the

English language: her father’s religious faith;her mother’s

aristocratic pedigree;her eldestbrother’s adoption;her

other brothers’ naval and military experiences;her

relatives in the East and West Indies;her cousinwho lived

through the trauma of the French Revolution; the family’...




